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KA-BAR® SURVIVAL KITCHEN 
KaBar’s line of survival tools are handy for a rucksack, a hiking pack or Friday night sushi! All feature: Food and water safe Creamid® 
construction •Dishwasher safe •Reusable •Non-reflective •Made in USA.

KA-BAR® JAROSZ BEARTOOTH LINERLOCK 
Designed by custom knifemaker Jesse Jarosz. Features: 5Cr15 stainless 

steel blade •Thumb ridges •Black G-10 and stainless steel handles 
•Ambidextrous thumb studs and pocket clip •4-3/4" closed.  

KA3086 $19.99 ea.

Shown apart.

hollow handle is a straw!

An "off hand" 
knife that 
draws like 
a pistol! 

KA-BAR® TdI KNIfE
Features: Non-reflective black powder coated AUS-8A 
stainless steel blade •Textured Zytel® handles •5-5/8" overall 
•Hard plastic sheath with metal clip. 
KA1480 

$39.99 ea.

KA-BAR® LEATHER HANdLE HUNTINg KNIVES
Features: DIN 1.4116 stainless steel blades •Polished stacked 
leather handles •Brass guards or throat •Aluminum pommels
•Black, red and white spacers •Brown leather belt sheaths.

KA-BAR® TdI fLIppER fOLdER fRAmELOCK
Designed by John Benner, former president and chief instructor of the Tactical Defense Institute. Drawing on his 33 years as a 
police officer, he set out to design low-profile knives that could be utilized efficiently by law enforcement and the military. 
Features: Black coated, flat ground AUS-8A stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb 
stud •Stainless steel handle frame with G-10 scale •Pocket clip •4-3/4" closed.

KA2490 $49.95 ea. MSRP $67.21 Pocket 
clip.

marine Hunter- 10-3/4" overall. KA1235 $49.99 ea.

game Hook- 7-1/4" overall. 

KA1234 $39.99 ea.

Skinner- 8-1/4" overall. 

KA1233 $39.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

military Trio- (1) each black, 
OD green and FDE. 

KA9909MIL $19.99 per set

All American Trio- (1) each red, 
white and blue. 

KA9909USA $19.99 per set

Black
Single piece. 
KA9909 

$6.93 ea.

SpORKS
The essential tool for hikers, soldiers, campers, OTR drivers, and anyone 
who might need to eat on the go •The spoon/fork combo pulls apart to 
access the serrated knife in the handle •6-7/8" overall.

EmERgENCY WHISTLES
Set of (2) •Delivers approximately 100 decibels 
•3-3/4" overall •Includes two keyrings.  

KA9925 $6.99 per set

CHOpSTICKS
Set of (4) •9-1/2" overall •User friendly 
weight of only .04 lbs. per chopstick.   

KA9919 $6.99 per set

KRUNCH SpOON/STRAW- The ultimate utensil for 
soup and cereal •The generous-sized spoon features 
a handle that doubles as a straw, allowing you to 
drink any liquid •7-1/4" overall.  

KA9924 $6.99 ea.
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NEW! KA-BAR® D2 EXTREME-STRAIGHT EDGE 
Ask and you shall receive! Ka-Bar heard your requests for the D2 Extreme 
with a straight edge and here it is! D2 Tool Steel is known for its toughness 
so put it to the test. Features: D2 Tool Steel blade •Kraton G handle 
•Powdered metal guard and end cap •12" overall •Made in USA.   

KA1292 $139.99 ea.

Leather
sheath.

USMC/Plain- USMC tang stamp. 

KAUSMC $69.99 ea.

KA-BAR® fIGHTING KNIvES
The knife designed for our troops and carried by the U.S. Armed Forces in World War II.
Features: Epoxy powder coated high 1095 Cro-Van steel blades •Stacked leather handles 
•Black coated carbon steel guards and end caps •11-7/8" overall •Leather sheaths •Made in USA.

yoUR CHoICE $79.99 ea.

KA-BAR® BECKER KEPHART fIXED BLADE 
Designed by Ethan Becker. Features: Flat ground 1095 Cro-Van steel blade •Full tang 
•Walnut handles •Triple screw rivets •9-5/8" overall 
•Leather belt sheath •Made in USA. 
KABK62 

$119.99 ea. 

KA-BAR® foLDING HUNTER LoCKBACKS
Features: Matte grey finish throughout •Thumb studs and ridges 
•G-10 handles •Steel bolsters and liners •Pocket clips 
•Lanyard holes •5" closed. 

oD Green- D2 steel blade. 
KA3189od 

Desert Tan- D2 steel blade. 
KA3189t 

yoUR CHoICE 

$21.99 ea.

MORE KA-BAR @

USMC/Partially Serrated- USMC tang stamp.  KA1217S 
(also available) US ARMy/Partially Serrated- US Army tang stamp.  KA1219

Black- 5CR15 stainless 
steel blade. KA3189 

Each includes 
pocket clip.
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Freek® Folder
Features: CPM-M4 stainless steel blade with black Cerakote finish •Thumb stud and ridges •AXIS® locking 
mechanism •Grey and black layered G-10 handles, milled to provide grip and style; red 
G-10 base layer •Anodized aluminum barrel spacers •Reversible tip-up 
carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed. 

bm560bk1 $191.25 ea.

kniFe Maintenance kit
Benchmade® uses six-lobe, torx-like headed screws exclusively throughout the assembly of their
knives. This engineered screw style offers a more "controllable" means of achieving tightness. 
Benchmade® now offers the Bluebox Maintenance Kit, which enables you to control the tightness
of these screws. Features: Bit sizes6, 7, 8, 10, and15 •(1) Phillips head bit •(1) magnetic
bit holder/extension  •Molded blue plastic case measures 3-3/8" x 2-1/4" x 1"
and doubles as the handle •Also includes removable plastic clip-on case.

Shown 
assembled.

bm981084f 

$20.00 ea.

grizzly ridge™ Folder
Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •Orange anodized aluminum thumb stud and barrel 
spacers •AXIS® locking mechanism •Handles of orange Grivory® and warm grey 
overmolded Versaflex® •Reversible, tip-up carry, black oxide coated 
split-arrow pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed. 

bm15061 $136.00 ea. 

crooked river Mini Folder
A traditional profile with modern technology and style. Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •AXIS® locking 
mechanism •Contoured stabilized wood handles •Orange G-10 backspacer •Orange anodized aluminum pivot ring •Anodized 
aluminum bolsters •Stainless steel liners •Reversible, tip-up, black oxide coated 
split-arrow pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed. 

bm15085 $204.00 ea.

bailout® Folder
Features: Super tough CPM-M4 stainless steel blade with Tungsten Grey Cerakote® •Thumb 
stud •AXIS® locking mechanism •Woodland green 6061-T6 anodized aluminum 
handles •Reversible tip-up pocket clip •Aluminum pommel with 
lanyard slot and carbide glass breaker •4-3/4" closed. 

bm537gy1 $212.50 ea.

osborne reverse tantos
Designed by Warren Osborne and highly regarded as one of the most quintessential 
EDCs of all time. Features: Satin finsih CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Thumb studs 
•AXIS® locking mechanisms •Reversible tip-up pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.
3-d Milled black g-10 Handles- Green anodized barrel spacers.

bm9402 $174.25 ea.

green anodized 6061-t6 billet aluminum Handles
Purple anodized titanium backspacers.

bm940 $187.00 ea.

bugout® Folders
Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •AXIS® locking 
mechanisms •Steel liners •Reversible, tip-up deep carry pocket clips 
•Lanyard holes •4-1/4" closed. 
black- DLC coated blade and titanium bar •Graphite Black 
molded CF-Elite™ handles •Dark grey anodized aluminum 
standoffs •Black oxide coated hardware and liners.

bm535bk2 $144.50 ea. 
smoked gray- Smoked gray chromium nitride coated blade 
•Ranger green Grivory® handles •Tan anodized barrel spacers.

bm535gry1 $144.50 ea.
blue 535- Satin finish blade and titanium bar •Blue Grivory® handles.

bm535 $127.50 ea.
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NEW! propEr® foldEr
Features: Satin finish CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •Thumb nail nick •Slip joint 
locking mechanism •Green Micarta® handles •Lanyard hole •3-7/8" closed.

bm319 $127.50 ea.

NEW! limitEd gold class propEr® foldEr
Experience knife luxury like never before. The Gold Class Proper, dressed to the nines, is truly a sight 
to behold. Features: Flat ground Damasteel® blade etched with the Munin pattern •Thumb nail nick 
•Thumb ridges •Burgundy and black Micarta® handles •Liners are jeweled on the inside •Mokume 
bolsters •TiN PVD coated backspacer •24k gold plated hardware •Polished liners •Lanyard hole 
•3-7/8" closed •Serialized limited edition •Only 500 produced •Certificate of 
authenticity with official Gold Class seal •Unique gift/display box.

bm319201 $1,000.00 ea.

Work sharp® guidEd fiEld sharpENEr
Designed for the field but this one amazing tool will sharpen every knife you own! Features: Blue plastic casing 
•Built-in angle guides create a consistent bevel every time •Coarse and fine diamond plates for sharpening •Coarse 
and fine ceramic rod for honing •Leather strop for polishing •6-3/4" overall.

bm100604f $40.00 ea.

Leather strop for polishing.

Turns ceramic 
rod to 3 sides.

Dual ceramic rods.

North fork
A compact assistant for field processing. Features: Satin finish CPM-S30V 
steel blades •Thumb studs and ridges •AXIS® locking mechanisms 
•Stabilized wood handles •Stainless steel liners •Reversible 
tip-up pocket clips •Lanyard holes •3-7/8" closed.

bm150312 $157.25 ea.

miNi bugout® foldErs
Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •AXIS® locking mechanism •Grivory® 
handles •DLC coated titanium lockbars •Deep carry pocket clips with black 
oxide finish •Lanyard holes •3-3/4" closed. 
White- Black DLC coated blade and thumb stud.

bm533bk1 $136.00 ea.
orange- Orange anodized aluminum barrel spacers and thumb stud.

bm533 $119.00 ea.

bugout® foldErs Featuring Custom Handle Scales
Features: Smoked Grey Chromium Nitride coated CPM-S30V stainless 
steel blades •Thumb studs •Patented AXIS® locking mechanisms 
•Reversible deep-carry mini pocket clips •Lanyard holes 
•4-1/4" closed. 

your choicE $149.99 ea.
Because the knives were customized, the original 
Benchmade factory warranty is void. All customer service 
questions will be handled through Smoky Mountain Knife Works.

miNi griptiliaN® foldEr
Designed by Mel Pardue. Features: Satin finish CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •Thumb 
stud •Jimping throughout •AXIS® locking mechanism •Black glass-filled nylon 
handles •Reversible tip-up carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-7/8" closed.

bm556s30v $102.00 ea.

copper handles 
bm535gry1cu

brass handles 
bm535gry1br

ONLY 500 PIECES PRODUCED!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BM319
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para military™ 2 lockback
Refinements to the Paramilitary may not be drastic or even visible to the eye but everything is sharper, smoother, and guaranteed to provide 
performance and user comfort. Features: CPM-S30 stainless steel blades •Thumb holes •Compression locks •Black G-10 handles •Tip-up or -down 
carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-7/8" closed •Made in USA.

spydiechef™ titanium framelock
A member of Spyderco's Salt Series of ultra-corrosion-resistant knifes, the SpydieChef takes the user-friendly 
ergonomics of a good chef's knife and translates that into a do-all folder optimized for everyday carry. 
Designed by Marcin Slysz. Features: Gracefully curved, full flat ground, satin finish LC200N steel 
blade; this is an extremely corrosion-resistant nitrogen-based steel used by NASA •Thumb 
hole •Reeve Integral Lock mechanism •Easily cleaned, open-backed handle consists 
of solid titanium scales •Reversible, tip-up, deep-pocket carry wire 
pocket clip •Lined lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed •Made in Taiwan. 

spc211tip 

$234.50 ea. 

satin finish spc81gp2 $151.20 ea.

tenacious™ linerlocks- Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades •Thumb holes 
•Black G-10 handles •Phosphor bronze washers •Skeletonized stainless steel liners 
•Ambidextrous four-way position pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-7/16" closed 
•Made in China.

satin finish spc122gp $51.10 ea.

black dlc finish spc122gbbkp $54.60 ea.

cts bd1n steel blade- Linerless, open-backed injection molded 
fiberglass reinforced nylon handles with high traction Bi-Directional 
texture •Stainless steel lock bar •Reversible deep carry wire pocket clip.

spc223pbk $98.00 ea.

para 3 lightweight folders
All the key qualities of the Para Military 2 in an ultra-compact format. Features: Satin finish blades •Thumb holes •Compression Lock mechanism 
allows the knives to close safely and easily •Lanyard holes •4-1/4" closed •Made in USA.

cpm-s30V stainless steel blade- G-10 handles •Stainless steel 
liner •Tip-up or -down carry pocket clip.

spc223gp $143.50 ea.

black dlc finish spc81bbk $165.20 ea.

yojimbo 2- Designed by defense expert Michael Janich, who pioneered the 
application of the wharncliffe blade in tactical folders. Features: CPM-S30V 
stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Compression Lock •Black G-10 handles 
•Tip-up/down pocket clip •4-1/2" closed •Made in USA.

spc85gp2 $151.20 ea.

smock- Based on a design by Kevin Smock as a premium-quality folder with innovative style. Features: Hollow ground CPM-S30V stainless 
steel blade with flipper •Thumb hole •Compression Lock •Ball bearing pivot washers •Dedicated secondary detent mechanism in addition to the 
primary lock •Open backed skeletonized handles with textured carbon fiber and G-10 laminate 
scales •Stainless steel liners •Ambidextrous tip-up pocket clip •4-1/2" closed 
•Made in Taiwan.

spc240cfp $175.00 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC211TIP
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LiL Native- Made for everday carry but lacking in nothing. Features: CPM-S30V 
stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Compression Lock •Black G-10 handles 
•Reversible tip-up carry wire pocket clip •3-1/2" closed •Made in USA.

spc230gp $126.00 ea.

NeW! efficieNt foLders
Features: premium 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades with full-flat grind •Thumb holes 
•Slip joint locks •Black G-10 handles •Stainless steel liners •Reversible tip-up carry pocket 
clips •Lanyard holes •4" closed •Made in China.

NeW! Native 5 Lockback
Features: Satin finish premium CPM-S30V stainless steel blade with full-flat 
grind •Thumb hole •Black FRN handles •Stout four-position  hourglass 
pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4" closed •Made in USA.

spc41pbk5 $105.00 ea.

NeW! ikuchi foLder
Designed by Paul Alexander, Ph.D., and named after a mythical sea monster. Features: Satin finish premium CPM-S30V stainless steel blade 
with low profile flipper is full-flat ground •Compression lock •Black carbon fiber and G-10 laminate handles •Skeletonized steel liners •Reversible 
tip-up deep pocket carry wire pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed •Made in Taiwan.

spc242cfp $140.00 ea.

NeW! shamaN
Features: Stonewash finish premium CPM-S30V stainless steel blade 
with full-flat grind •Thumb hole •Compression lock •Black G-10 
handles •Reversible ambidextrous pocket clip •Lanyard 
hole •4-5/8" closed •Made in USA.

spc229gp $202.30 ea.

NeW! deLica Lockback
Features: Satin finish VG-10 stainless steel blade with full-flat grind •Thumb 
hole •Multi-colored hand-died Zome (pronounced "zoh-may") black FRN 
handles •Omni-directional pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed 
•Made in Japan. 

spc11fpbk $84.00 ea.

NeW! maNix 2 foLder
Features: Satin finish premium CPM-S30V stainless steel blade 
with full-flat grind •Thumb hole and ridges •Ball Bearing Lock 
•Black G-10 handles •Tip-up carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole 
•4-5/8" closed •Made in USA.

spc101gp2 $122.50 ea.

Non-reflective black oxide coated
Black liners and hardware. 

spc216gpbbk $51.10 ea.

satin finish spc216gp $47.60 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC230GP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SPC41PBK5
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NEW! 0357 LinerLocks
Working knives built for tough conditions! SpeedSafe® assisted 
opening •Black G-10 handles machined on front and back 
•Reversible deep-carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-3/8" closed. 
A. 0357- Working finish blade. 

zt0357 $148.00 ea. 

B. 0357BW- Black oxide BlackWash™ finish blade. 

zt0357bw $156.00 ea.

NEW! 0308 FrAmeLock
For those who prefer their knives on the larger side! Adjustable solid 
pivot can be adjusted with a 1/2" wrench •Bead blast finish titanium 
handle frame with coyote tan G-10 front scale, both heavily 
3D machined for ultra-secure grip •Reversible, ambidextrous 
tip-up carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •5" closed. 

zt0308 $300.00 ea. 

0470 FrAmeLock- Designed by Dmitry Sinkevich •Satin blade finish •Titanium handle 
frame with marbled carbon fiber insert adding a touch of sophistication 
•Reversible tip-up pocket clip •4-3/8" closed.

zt0470 $260.99 ea.

0450cF FrAmeLock
Designed by Dmitry Sinkevich •DLC coated S35VN stainless steel blade •Jimped blade flipper •Titanium handle frame 
•Carbon fiber front handle scale •Hardened steel lockbar insert •Green anodized aluminum 
barrel spacers •Reversible tip-up pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/8" closed.

zt0450cf $196.99 ea. 

Zero ToLerAnce®
Features (except where noted): CPM 20CV stainless steel blades with flippers •Manual KVT ball bearing opening systems.

0022 FrAmeLock- Designed by Tim Galyean. Stonewash finish blade •Stonewashed titanium 
handle frame with carbon fiber front scale •Blue anodized titanium pivot ring and tube spacers 
•Reversible tip-up carry pocket clip •At 3" closed, the smallest knife ever produced by ZT®.  

zt0022 $200.99 ea.

0562 FrAmeLocks
Designed by Rick Hinderer using his exclusive "slicer" grind 
•Thumb stud and ridges •Hardened steel lockbar inserts •Matte black 
hardware •Reverstible pocket clips attach to the inside of the 
handle and allow extra-deep carry •4-7/8" closed. 
c. 0562Ti- Combination stonewashed and satin blade 
finish •Titanium handle frame. 

zt0562ti $280.99 ea.

D. 0562Ts- Tungsten DLC tiger stripe blade finish •Black DLC 
coated titanium handle frame with black G-10 front scale. 

zt0562tS $260.99 ea.

0350 comBAT LinerLock
S30V stainless steel blade with tungsten DLC "Tigerstripe" coating 
•Ambidextrous thumb stud •Blade flipper •SpeedSafe® assisted opening 
•Textured G-10 handles •Steel liners •Lanyard hole •Quad mount 
pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

zt0350tS $164.99 ea. 

A

b

c

d
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NEW! a-klub machEtE
Acid rain finish blade •Thumb ridges •Green handles 
•Triple rivets •Lanyard hole •17-7/8" overall 
•Black Kydex® dangler sheath 
with beta loop.

tpaklb01 $199.95 ea.

NEW! basEcamp paraNg
Designed by SMKW COO Tyler Pipes to be a rugged outdoorsman's knife. 
Black traction blade coat •Tan handles •Triple rivets •Lanyard hole 
•Kydex® sheath with leather 
dangler attachment 
•17-7/8" overall.
tpbCp01 

$179.99 ea.

Features (except where noted): 1095 high carbon 
steel blades •Micarta handles with white inner 
spacers •Serialized •Certificates of authenticity.tops® knives

tom broWN trackEr
Designed by outdoorsman and survival trainer Tom Brown 
•1/4" thick blade with black traction coating •Sawback spine 
•Thumb ridges •Black handles •Red inner spacers •Lanyard hole 
•11-3/4" overall •Weighs 1lb. 12oz •Molded Kydex® sheath 
with lashing holes and adjustable spring steel belt clip.

tpt010 $199.99 ea. MSRP $310

opErator 7
Designed by Leo Espinoza •1075 carbon steel 
blades •Blood grooves •Full tangs •Handles 
of G-10 over canvas micarta •Double rivets 
•Lanyard holes •12-1/2" overall •Black Kydex® 
sheaths with hanging belt loop attachments.
Your choicE 

$144.99 ea. 
MSRP $240

Your choicE 

$99.99 ea. 
MSRP $180

c.u.t. 4.0
Designed by Joshua Swanagon •Black traction coated blades •Thumb ridges •Full tangs •Handles have Dragonfly Tread •Double rivets 
•Finger holes •8-1/2" overall •Kydex® 
sheaths with safety whistles.

El chEtE machEtE
Designed by Leo Espinoza •Acid Rain finish blade, 
1/4" thick •Orange inner spacers •Black 
and green handles •Triple screw 
rivets •Bow drill divot •Lanyard/
lashing holes •17-1/2" overall 
•Black Kydex® out-the-front 
design dangler sheath 
with leather strap.

camp crEEk
Designed by Leo Espinoza as a high quality hunting/camp knife using materials that are 
uncommon for TOPS. Tumble finish CPM S35VN stainless steel blade •Camouflage G-10 
handles •Double screw rivets •Lanyard hole •9" overall •Tan Kydex® dangler style 
sheath with leather strap and lashing holes. 

tpCpCk01 $124.99 ea. Shown in 
sheath.

tpelCh02 $199.99 ea. 
MSRP $300

acid rain 
blade Finish 
tpOp701

blackout Edition
Black powder 

coat finish blade. 
tpOp702

black 
handles 
tpCut40a

tan 
handles 
tpCut40
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPELCH02
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPOP701
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPOP702
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPCUT40A
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=TPCUT40
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Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 110 bu383 $11.99 ea.

Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 112 bu396 $11.99 ea.

BUCK® LoCKBaCKS
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Crelicam™ Ebony handles 
•Brass pins, liners and bolsters.
ModeL 112 RangeR 
4-1/4" closed •Black leather belt sheaths.

a.  Traditional bu394 $54.99 ea.
(also available) 
Finger grooved bu450 $64.99 ea.

ModeL 110 FoLding HUnTeRS® 
4-7/8" closed •Leather belt sheaths.

B.  Finger grooved bu388 $69.99 ea.

(also available) Traditional bu381 $44.99 ea.

C. PoCKeT Size ModeL 55®- 3-3/8" closed.

bu5684 $49.99 ea.

a

C

B

Proudly Made 
in the USa

LT- Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Glass filled nylon 
handles •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed •Black heavy duty 
polyester belt sheath.

bu11553 $26.99 ea.
(also available) Model 112 Ranger bu11816 $24.99 ea.

Pro- Features: S30V stainless steel blade •G-10 handles •Brushed 
nickel silver bolsters and liners •Nickel silver pins 
•4-7/8" closed •Black leather belt sheath.

bu11689 $99.99 ea.
(also available) Model 112 Ranger bu11968 $89.99 ea.

BUCK® 110 FoLding HUnTeR® LoCKBaCKS

Proudly Made 
in the USa

QUICKFIRE® ASAP OPENING
To safely open: 
1. Unlock safety. Pull safety lock back (A). 
2. Open blade. Push forward on blade thumb    
 stud (B).
To safely close: 
1. Unlock and close blade. (Push down on  
 metal rocker on top of handle.) 
2. Push safety lock forward (safe).
 Sliding safety lock keeps blade
 closed until ready for use.

BUCK® QUiCKFiRe® aSSiSTed oPening FoLdeR
The QuickFire® has a high tech design combining a traditional lockback with an assisted opening blade. Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade 
•Thumb stud for one hand ambidextrous deployment •Mid-lock system provides durable locking strength •High impact ETP handles •Dual 
springs for easy, safe blade release •Removable, discreet carry stainless steel pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

bu5982 $39.99 ea.

Proudly Made 
in the USa

BUCK® HUnTing KniveS
All feature: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Leather sheaths. Black Phenolic Knives feature: Aluminum guards and pommels. 
Cocobolo Knives feature: Brass guards and pommels.

102 woodSManS®- 7-3/4" overall.

d. Black Phenolic bu498 $57.99 ea.
(also available) 
Cocobolo bu1287 $74.99 ea.

105 PaTHFindeRS®- 9-1/8" overall.

e. Black Phenolic bu363 $59.99 ea.
(also available) 
Cocobolo bu7806 $79.99 ea.

120 geneRaLS- 12" overall.

F. Cocobolo bu7808 $99.99 ea.
(also available) 
Black Phenolic bu2542 $89.99 ea.

d

F

e

Proudly Made 
in the USa

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU383
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU396
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU394
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU450
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU388
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU381
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5684
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11553
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11816
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11689
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU11968
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU5982
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU498
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU1287
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU7806
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BU7808
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NEW! pEña x sEriEs broNco slip joiNt kNivEs
The X Series was born from the desire to bring a collection of production knives to market of the highest quality and tolerances. These knives are 
the perfect union of top tier design, function, and high performance materials. The Bronco, designed and built to be a knife that you will not be 
afraid to love, carry, and use every day, is the latest addition to the Peña X series line. Features: Satin finish CPM-S30Vn stainless steel blades ride 

against bronze washers •Nail nick opening •Slipjoint mechanisms with solid half stops •Stainless steel hardware •Titanium handles with scales 
crafted of premium materials •4" closed •Peña stamped leather sheaths.

NEW! lucha buttErfly kNifE
Designed with feedback from real flippers, the Lucha will 
jump, fly, and spin in your hands. Features: Stonewash finish 
Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel blade •Dual KVT ball bearing 
pivots •All-steel handles with rounded bevel •Rounded 
locking lever with positive stop •5-7/8" closed.

ks5150 $118.99 ea.

NEW! blackout 
Blackout DLC finish blade.

ks7777blk $109.99 ea.

barEkNucklE 
fraMElocks
Features: CPM 20CV 
stainless steel blades with 
flippers provide excellent resistance 
to wear and corrosion and have 
great edge retention •KVT ball 
bearing opening mechanisms 
•Sub-Frame locks •Black anodized 
6061-T6 aluminum handle frames 
•Ambidextrous tip-up carry 
pocket clips •4-3/4" closed.

stonewash blade

ks7777blksw $99.99 ea.

Green Micarta® pkbroncogcm $239.00 ea.

Desert ironwood pkbroncodiw $279.00 ea.

Grey carbon fiber 

pkbroncocf $239.00 ea.

Natural Micarta® pkbroncobcm $239.00 ea.

Leather sheath.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS5150
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS7777BLK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS7777BLKSW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=PKBRONCOGCM
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=PKBRONCODIW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=PKBRONCOCF
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=PKBRONCOBCM
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Leather sheath 
& bonus 

sharpening stone.

Uncle henry® Golden Spike
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel 
blade •Full tang •Staglon® handle •Brass guard 
and end cap •Spacers •9-3/8" overall •Leather belt 
sheath •Sharpening stone.

Senior 
rancher
4" closed. 
sct885uh 

$22.99 ea.

lockbackS- Brass bolsters •5" closed •Leather belt sheaths.

yoUr choice $27.99 ea. 

papa bear- Staglon® handles. sctLB8
(also available) bear paw- Wood handles. sctLB7

Uncle henry® folderS
Features: 7Cr17 high carbon stainless 
steel blades •Brass pins (except where 
noted) and liners. large 

folding hunter
Nickel silver pins 

•5-1/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath.

sct227uh $27.99 ea.

desert ironwood handles/
nickel Silver caps 1084273   

old Timer® aSSiSTed openerS
Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •3-1/8" closed.

Sawcut handles/
nickel Silver bolsters 1084277

 old Timer® pockeTkniveS
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT handles 

•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields (except where noted).

pioneer linerlock  
with pocket clip
Thumb stud •Pocket
clip •4" closed.  

sc223Ot $17.99 ea.

Gunstock 
linerlock

3-7/8" closed.
sct194 

$14.99 ea.

Two blade 
folding hunter

5-1/4" closed.

sct25Ot $27.99 ea.

cave bear folding hunter- Brass bolsters 
and shield •5" closed •Leather belt sheath. 

sct7 $24.99 ea.

hawkbill 
pruner linerlock
Thumb stud 
•Pocket clip •4" closed. 

sc216Ot $18.99 ea.

Scout knife
Can opener 

•Screwdriver/
cap lifter •Awl 
•Lanyard bail 

•3-3/4" closed.
sct23Ot 

$19.99 ea.

middleman Stockman
3-1/4" closed. 

sct34 $19.99 ea.

Woodsman- Brass guard 
•9-1/2" overall.

sct165Ot $27.99 ea.

deerslayer- 10-1/2" overall. 

sct15 $29.99 ea.
Sharpfinger Skinner- Lanyard hole •7" overall.

sct152 $19.99 ea.
(also available) large Sharpfinger

Lanyard hole •8-5/8" overall. 

sct152OtL $24.99 ea.

old Timer® fixed bladeS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT handles •Nickel silver rivets and shields •Leather belt sheaths.

yoUr choice 

$27.99 ea.

sct153 $32.99 ea.

Assisted opening!

Fixed blAde 
FAvorites!

pockeTkniveS- Staglon® 
handles •Nickel silver 
bolsters and shields.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT885UH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCTLB8
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCTLB7
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT227UH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084273
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084277
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SC223OT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT194
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT25OT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT7
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SC216OT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT23OT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT34
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT165OT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT15
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT152
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT152OTL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT153
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Schrade® double lockback
Features: Black coated 8Cr13MoV 
stainless steel blades, one serrated, 
one plain •Thumb holes •Black 
rubber coated aluminum 
handles •Pocket clip •4" closed. 
SCH005DLBCPA 

$6.99 ea. 

3 or More $4.99 ea. 

warehouse specials!

Timeless qualiTy aT 
affordable prices!

Chisel 
blade

Straight 
gouge

Hook 
blade V-scorp 

blade Gouge 
scorp 
blade

Detail 
blade

old TiMer® Sharpfinger guThook
Features: Stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT handles •Nickel silver rivets 
and shields •Leather belt sheaths • Lanyard hole •7-1/2" overall.

SCt158OtCP $11.99 ea. mSrP $27

old TiMer® SplinTer carving knife
Features: 65mn high carbon steel blades •Sawcut OT handles •Brass 
pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shield •4-3/8" closed.

SCt24OtCP $9.99 ea. mSrP $32

mSrP $23

BONUS 
Sharpener!

Schrade® coMpacT pockeT Sharpener
Features: Diamond coated tapered rod •Fish hook groove 
•Nylon resin handle and rod cover with pocket clip 
•4-1/2" overall.

SCtSCHDDS $4.99 ea.  

MSrP $9

Schrade® ShizneT linerlock
Features: Black coated AUS-8 stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb 
stud •M.A.G.I.C. assisted opening •Safety •Black anodized aluminum 
handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

SCHA13B $14.99 ea. mSrP $78

uncle henry® nexT generaTion STaglon® bowie
Uncle Henry has introduced a new handle option, NEXT GENERATION STAGLON®, 
with a more natural stag appearance. Only available on a limited 
number of patterns at this time! 
Features: Satin finish 7Cr17moV stainless 
steel blade •Full tang •Next Gen Staglon® 
handles •12" overall •Leather belt sheath 
with BONUS sharpener. 

1105596 $29.99 ea.

old TiMer® wildlife linerlockS SeT
Features: Set of (3)-- one each cougar, whitetail and bird dogs scene •Bead 
blast finish stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Wood handles with thin 
steel lasered inserts •Pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.

Each 
includes 

pocket clip. 1105603 $19.99 per set

Pocket clip.

cloSeouT! old TiMer® 
yellow MiddleMan
Features: Stainless steel blades •Yellow 
Delrin® handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel 
silver bolsters and shield •3-1/4" closed.

SCt34OtYCP $9.99 ea.

cloSeouT! 
uncle henry® bruin
Features: 7Cr17 high carbon stainless 
steel blade •Staglon® handles •Brass 
pins and liners •Nickel silver bolster 
and shield •Lanyard hole 
•3-3/4" closed.

SCt55uH $19.99 

now $9.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCH005DLBCPA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT158OTCP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT24OTCP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCTSCHDDS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCHA13B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1105596
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1105603
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT34OTYCP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT55UH
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TUNA™ FRAMELOCK- Designed by Lucas Burnley, inspired by one of the world's largest 
and fastest fish. Features: Stonewash finish 8Cr14MoV stainless steel blade 
•Thumb stud •2Cr13 stainless steel handle frame with OD green 
G-10 scale •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

cr2520 $44.99 ea.

APOC™ FRAMELOCK- Designed by Eric Ochs just in case of apocalypse. 
Features: Black stonewash finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with 
flipper •IKBS™ ball bearing pivot system •OD green 
G-10 handles for exceptional grip 
•Pocket clip •5" closed.

cr5380 $56.95 ea.

PIET™ LINERLOCK- Designed by Jesper Voxnaes, inspired by his first visit to 
Portland, Oregon. Features: Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with thumb 
hole •Glass reinforced nylon handles •Tip-up, ambidextrous carry pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole •3-3/4" closed.

cr5390 $28.95 ea.

MINIMALIST® CLEAVER NECK KNIFE- Designed by Alan Folts 
to be at home anywhere. Features: Bead blast finish 5Cr15MoV 
stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Green polished resin-infused 
fiber handle •Double rivets •Braided paracord lanyard •5" overall 
•Glass reinforced nylon sheath with clip and adjustable black neck cord.

cr2383 $24.95 ea.

Shown 
around 

neck.

CEO FOLDER- Designed by Richard Rogers to fit comfortably in a front shirt pocket. Features: Linerlock •Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel 
blade •Recessed thumb stud •IKBS™ ball bearing pivot system •Glass reinforced nylon handles •Pocket clip •4-3/8" closed.

cr7096 $39.99 ea.

BT FIGHTER™ COMPACTS- Designed by Brian Tighe with brilliant contours and a tactical soul. Features: Button locks •Stonewash finish 
8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs and ridges •Ball bearing pivot systems •Layered-look, glass reinforced nylon handles 
•Grooved backspacers for enhanced grip •Deep carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes.

Drop Point- 4-1/8" closed. 

cr5220 $44.95 ea.

Tanto- 5-1/8" closed. 

cr5225 $49.95 ea.

PROVOKE FOLDERS- Designed by Joe Caswell, this is the first knife ever equipped with 
Kinematic™ technology. In transit, it stays neatly tucked away. To bring the Provoke to life, 
nudge the upper crossbar with your thumb, while the rest of your fingers firmly grasp the 
handle, and the blade lunges open and secures with swivel lock. Shift the discrete lever at 
the base of the finger loop to close. Features: D2 steel blades, modeled after a traditional 
karambit •Aircraft grade 6061-T6 aluminum handles •Tip-down carry pocket clips are also a 
first, positioned almost completely flush with the handles and activated with light thumb 
pressure •Finger loops •5" closed, 7-1/4" open. 

Kinematic™ is 
the future of 

folders!

Grey- Black titanium nitride 
finish blade. cr4040NEW! Flat Dark Earth 

Earth Cerakote® finish 
blade. cr4040E yOUR CHOICE $199.99 ea.

To bring the Provoke to life, 
nudge the upper crossbar with 

your thumb, while the rest of your 
fingers firmly grasp the handle, 
and the blade lunges open and 

secures with swivel lock. Shift the 
discrete lever at the base of the 

finger loop to close.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR2520
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR5380
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR5390
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR2383
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR7096
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR5220
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR5225
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR4040
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR4040E
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Minimalist™ Gears Bowie- Designed by Alan Folts. 
Features: Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with 3D printed 
gears •Full tang •Glow in the Dark polypropylene handles 
•Double rivets •Braided paracord lanyard 
•6-3/4" overall •Glow in the Dark 
polypropylene sheath with lashing 
holes and neck cord •Carry as a neck 
knife or on a belt. 

cr2387g $24.95 ea.

Pilar Copper™ Framelock- Designed by Jesper Voxnaes. Features: Satin finish 
8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Stainless steel 
handle frame with copper scale •Lanyard hole •3-1/2" closed. 

cr5311cu $54.99 ea.

ultiMate survival teChnoloGies outdoor Gear
Over the past 80 years, UST has built a reputation for creating the most essential adventure gear. Our goal is to inspire and 

cultivate people’s love of all things outside by creating reliable, problem-solving gear for your outdoor adventures.

CoMPaCt FoldinG sCissors
Features: An essential, 

compact tool for camping, 
backpacking, and emergencies 

•Rust resistant stainless steel 
construction •Rounded finger loops 
•3-1/2" overall unfolded; folds down 

to 3" x 3/32" x 13/32".

ust310173 $2.99 ea.

Flexware BuCket- Features: Collapsible and lightweight for hassle-free carry 
in the outdoors •Tough enough to carry firewood, water and more •5-liter (1.3 
gallon) capacity •Orange thermoplastic construction with grey plastic rim and 
base •Fold-down handle •Collapses to 2" x 10" •BPA free •Dishwasher safe.

ust0207808 $7.99 ea.

new! thero™ linerlock
Thin and lightweight but with the bite of a prehistoric carnivore! Features: Black 
oxide finish 8Cr14MoV stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb 
hole and ridges •Black glass reinforced nylon 
skeletal handle with carbon fiber 
underlayer •Red anodized pivot ring 
accent •Tip-up carry pocket clip 
•4-1/4" closed.

cr6290 $44.95 ea.

overland™ Framelock- Designed by T.J. Schwarz. 
Features: Stonewash finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
•Stainless steel handle frame with OD green 
G-10 scale •Orange anodized pivot ring 
and backspacer •4-3/8" closed. 

cr6280 $54.99 ea.

Use for the 
lake or for 
the beach!

lightweight & completely 
collapsible for easy transport!

Fold down for easy storage.

don't forget mother's 
day & father's day!

item# gIFtcArD

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR2387G
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR5311CU
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=UST310173
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=UST0207808
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR6290
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR6280
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gerber® fastball linerlocks
An EDC knife that lives where precision and polish meet. Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades with flippers •B.O.S.S. Tech™ opening system 
with stainless steel ball bearings for quick, smooth deployment every time •Aircraft grade aluminum handles •Removable, reversible three-
position pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4" closed.

stonewash finish blade/black Handles g1612 $104.99 ea. satin finish blade/Urban grey Handles g1611 $99.99 ea.

gerber® JUkebox linerlock
A modern twist to an old school razor. Features: 7Cr17MoV 
stainless steel blade with flipper •Imitation Tortoiseshell 
acrylic handles •Pocket clip •3-7/8" closed.

g1696 $34.99 ea.

gerber® HigHbrow 
compact folders
Features: 7Cr stainless steel blades with flippers 
•Assisted opening •Pivot locks •Slide lock 
safeties •Anodized aluminum handles •Lanyard 
holes •Reversible pocket clips •4-1/8" closed.

onyx/plain g1524 
(also available) 
onyx/serrated 
g1525

Urban blue/plain g1520 YoUr cHoice $34.99 ea.flat sage/plain g1526

grey/serrated 
g1519 
(also available) 
grey/plain g1518

gerber® strongarm fixed blades
Features: Black ceramic coated 420 HC steel blades •Full 
tangs •Coyote brown rubber overmolded, glass-filled 
nylon handles with diamond texture •Striking pommels 
•Lanyard holes •9-7/8" overall •MOLLE compatible 
molded synthetic sheaths with multiple carry 
options and snap-together components.
plain g01058
(also available) black g1038
partially serrated g1059
(also available) black g1060

YoUr cHoice 

$69.99 ea.

gerber® sUspension-nxt® mUlti-tool
Features: 100% stainless steel construction •Locking, outboard 
tools •Partially serrated blade •Spring loaded needlenose/
regular pliers •#2 cross driver •Wire stripper •Wire cutter 
•Scissors •Small, medium, and large flathead 
screwdrivers •Can opener •Bottle opener 
•Awl •File •Ruler •Pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole
•4-1/4" closed.

g1364 $29.99 ea.

Pocket clip. gerber® 
pack HatcHet

Features: Black coated stainless steel 
blade with tall grind •Full tang •Rubber 

overmold handle with ergonomic 
choke-up •Lanyard hole •9-1/2" overall 

•Belt carry sheath included.  

g3484 $29.99 ea.

Nylon sheath 
can be 

mounted on 
belt or pack.

Each includes 
pocket clip.

Each includes pocket clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1612
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1611
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1696
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Includes allen 
wrench and 
string wax.

Extra Bolts
Pack of (12) 

•Same features 
as bolts 

described 
at left. 
cs13p 

$33.99 
per pack

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Crossbow
Reloading is quick and easy whether standing, 
kneeling, sitting or laying on the ground! 
Super fast and easy to cock; no strirrup, 
rope or crank needed. Features: OD green 
and black composition and metal 
construction •130 lb draw weight •Velocity 
226 fps •Single position red dot sight •Detachable secondary fore grip •Picatinny rail 
•Telescoping AR style butt stock with buffer tube •Safety switch •Shoulder sling •String wax 
•Allen wrench •Care and use instructions •Includes (6) 16-1/4" overall bolts with removable 
field points, carbon fiber shafts, synthetic vanes and nocks, and aluminum inserts that 
accept most standard thread broadhead points (not included). 

For ages 18+. 
Adult 

supervision 
required.
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NEW! spartaN BladEs
As an outdoor cutlery brand, Spartan Blades aims to reinvigorate the sense of patriotism and national pride that comes from owning and 

carrying a well-designed, finely crafted knife that is made in the United States of America. Their knives are crafted to last; to be an heirloom to 
hand down along with your story to the next generation. The factory is located near Fort Bragg, NC. These knives were designed by 
Curtis V. Iovito, co-owner of Spartan Blades, with names derived from Greek mythology. Features: Flat ground black powder coated 
1095 Cro-Van blades •Full tangs •CE Canvas Micarta® handles provide a confident grip when wet or dry •Double rivets •Lanyard holes 

•Injection molded sheaths with active retention thumb lever.

Black sbsl004bk  (also available) Green sbsl004gn

alala FIGHtErs
This name means "battle cry" •7-7/8" overall •Sheaths also have secondary retention strap.

your CHoICE $159.00 ea.

Black sbsl003bk 
(also available) Green sbsl003gn

damysus ComBat utIlIty kNIvEs
Damysus was the fastest of the giants •Made in collaboration with Ka-Bar® Knives •10-3/4" overall.

your CHoICE $195.00 ea.

Black sbsl002bk 
(also available) Green sbsl002gn

maCHaI CHoppErs
The Machai were the spirits of battle •10-9/16" overall.

your CHoICE $199.00 ea.

CHEap sHot 130 CrossBoW & Bolts

cs13 

$237.99 ea.

Shoulder 
sling.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS13P
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SBSL004BK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SBSL004GN
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SBSL003BK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SBSL003GN
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SBSL002BK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SBSL002GN
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS13
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sword canes
Cold Steel has long extolled the virtues of sword canes. They are discreet, non-threatening defense tools that are extremely stylish--hiding in 
plain sight until needed, springing to action in a heartbeat. Features: Heat treated, tempered 420 stainless steel blades •Friction seal allows the 
blades to be deployed by pulling on the handle to break the suction •Rubber ferrules for secure traction.

wild west bowie
Styled like the iconic knives used in Western movies and TV shows, this bowie is truly a classic. 
Features: 1090 carbon steel blade with weight-forward balance saber-ground 
edge •Full tang •Rosewood handles •Double brass screw rivets 
•Traditional "S" shaped brass guard •16" overall 
•Black leather sheath with brass swivel belt 
loop and leather leg tie. 

CS81B $103.99 ea. 

1911 Guardian i 
Features: 10mm thick, 19-1/2" needle-tipped blade •Handle mimics the characteristics of a 1911 pistol 
grip in terms of size, shape and thickness; pebble grain synthetic grips •You can also modify this cane 
to your own tastes using any custom 1911 grips (not included) •Shaft made from seamless, heat treated 
3mm thick 6061 aluminum •37-5/8" overall. 
CS88SCfh 

$87.99ea. 

Quick draw 
Features: Tapered 8mm thick, 18" needle-tipped spike •Griv-Ex™ pistol grip handle •Lightweight and 
durable black aluminum shaft •37-5/8" tall. 
CS88SCfe 

$49.99 ea. 

Heavy duty 
Features: 6mm thick 24-1/4" resillient, sturdy blade •Extra strong, partial crook, heavy duty nylon handle 
•Shaft made from heat treated 2mm thick aluminum •37-1/2" tall. 
CS88SCfd 

$104.99 ea. 

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

luzon linerlocks
Designed by Lynn Thompson and custom knifemaker Mike 
Wallace, the Luzon (LOO-ZAHN) utilizes the opening ease 
of the bali songs that inspired them in a standard folder. 
Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades with flippers •Blood 
grooves •Thumb studs •Pocket snag opening capability 
•Bamboo-inspired glass filled nylon handles with concave 
segments allowing for countless comfortable grip options 
•Sturdy leaf-spring locks •Secondary safety mechanisms 
•Pocket clips •Lanyard holes.

macHetes
Features: 1055 carbon steel blades with black baked on anti-rust 
matte finish •Polypropylene handles •Lanyard holes.

The bent, 
double-

edged blade 
is genius!

Garden & camp
An interpretation of a much-used African 

agricultural tool. Utilize it for grass and weed trimming, 
brush clearing, as a probe in tall grass or self defense •Sharp 

edges, curved tip •6-1/2" handle •32-1/2" overall.

CS97gSm $14.99 ea.

large- 7-1/2" closed. 

CS20nqx $48.74 ea.

medium- 5" closed. 

CS20nql $37.49 ea. 

black bear bowie
Truly epic! •17-3/4" overall •Cor-Ex™ sheath.

CS97SmBwz $24.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Heavy/Bulky Item: Additional 
shipping may apply.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS81B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS88SCFH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS88SCFE
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS88SCFD
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS97GSM
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS20NQX
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS20NQL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS97SMBWZ
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axes
Features: European style drop forged 1055 carbon steel heads •American hickory handles.

Trail Boss- 26" overall •2 lbs., 9 1/2 oz.

CS90TA $34.99 ea.

Heavy/
Bulky Item: 
Additional 
shipping 

may apply.

The Trail Boss is lighT and 
compacT enough To carry all 

day in your hand or sTrapped To 
your pack, yeT heavy and Tough 

enough for heavy chores. 

Tomahawks
Precision drop forged and differentially heat treated. This means that cutting edges are fully hardened, while the balance of the heads is left 

relatively soft to absorb the shock of striking blows. Features: 1055 carbon steel heads •American hickory handles •22" overall.

Norse hawk
Viking inspired 

with sleek 
lines and 

brute strength.
CS90n 

$29.99 ea. 

for chores or self 
defense, These hawks 

mean Business! 

Frontier hawk
Tough but 

lightweight workhorse.

CS90fH $29.99 ea.

Fgx® BalisoNg
A marvel at a ridiculously low price! Features: Injection molded Griv-Ex™ blade 
fully serrated on both edges and handles •Safety locking lever •6" closed.

CS92eAA $13.59 ea.

Rifleman
Great for 

chopping or 
hammering. 

CS90R 

$32.99 ea.

Trail hawk
Lightweight with a 

functional hammer.

CS90TH $29.99 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 
may apply.

BaTTle sTaR
Quite possibly the largest production 

throwing star ever offered! Hits as hard as a 
heavy duty throwing 

knife, yet balanced 
and accurate 

enough to hit 
with precision. 

Features: 1055 carbon 
steel construction 
•10-5/8" diameter. 

CS80SSxl 

$14.99 ea. 

axe gaNg haTcheT
No longer just a prop in a Kung Fu movie, this Chinese style 

hatchet is an authentically formidable weapon! Easy to throw 
with great accuracy, the sharp corners will pierce the thickest 

skull and the razor sharp edge shears through flesh and bone. 
Features: Differential heat treated (for a hard edge--soft body) 

drop forged 1055 carbon steel axe head with sharp corners 
•4" cutting edge •American hickory handle with Kanji 
characters translating to "axe gang" •20-1/4" overall.

"axe gang" kanji characTers.

Heavy/
Bulky Item: 
Additional 
shipping 

may apply.

New! competition Throwing axe- Preferred 
by axe houses and competitive throwers, this 

axe meets NATF and WATL regulations for 
competition •16" overall.

CS90Axf $31.19 ea.

New! Viking Battle axe
30" overall.

CS90wvbb $51.99 ea.

CS90Axg 

$29.99 ea.
Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping may apply.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS90TA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS90N
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS90FH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS92EAA
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS90R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS90TH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS80SSXL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS90AXF
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS90WVBB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CS90AXG
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SAVE $20

SAVE $22

Get 3 pieces under $15!

SAVE $17

SAVE $40

SAVE $48

SAVE $49

SAVE 
$32

SAVE $23
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Tension LinerLock- Features: Bead blast finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel 
blade •Thumb stud •Black G-10 handles •Reversible pocket clip •Lanyard 
hole •4-1/2" closed. 

ks1490x $12.99 ea. msRp $35

Passage FrameLock- Features: stonewash finish •8Cr13moV stainless steel 
blade with flipper •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •stainless steel handle 
frame •Deep carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

ks1361x $14.99 ea. msRp $34.99

Three Piece seT- Linerlock features: 4Cr14 stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb 
stud •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •stonewashed stainless steel handles 
•Tip-down carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed. Ration Eating 
Utensil features: 3Cr13 stainless steel construction •Bottle opener 
•Carabiner clip (non load bearing) •4-5/8" overall. PT-2 Keychain Tool 
features: 3Cr13 stainless steel construction •Glass-filled nylon handle overlay with 
K-Texture pattern •Flathead screwdriver •phillips screwdriver •Wire 
scraper •3-size hex driver •pry bar •Bottle opener •Cap lifter 
•3-1/4" overall.  

ks1350pdqx $14.99 per set msRp $39

maniFoLd FrameLock- Features: Blackwash finish 4Cr14 
stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges •SpeedSafe® 
assisted opening •Blackwash finish 410 stainless steel handles •Deep 
carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

ks1303BW $12.99 ea. msRp $29.99

Fraxion LinerLocks- Designed in cooperation with Jens Ansø. 
Features: BlackWash finish 8Cr13moV stainless steel blades with flippers and top 
swedges •G-10 handles with carbon fiber overlays •Reversible tip-up carry 
pocket clips •4" closed •Weigh just under (2) ounces!
c. Black ks1160 
d. Black and Tan ks1160tanBW 

 your choice $19.99 ea. msRp $52.95

PorTaL LinerLock- Features: stonewash finish 4Cr14 stainless 
steel blade with flipper •Black glass filled nylon textured handles 
•Ambidextroous tip-up carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

ks8600 $12.99 ea. msRp $36.64

naTrix FrameLocks
Features: Black oxide coated 8Cr13moV stainless steel blades with 
flippers •3-D machined black G-10 handle frames •Aluminum 
backspacers •Ambidextrous deep carry pocket clips.
a. Black natrix- SpeedSafe® assisted opening •4-1/4" closed.    

 ks7007Blk $24.99 ea. msRp $64.99 

B. od green natrix xL- KVT ball bearing opening mechanism •5" closed.   

 ks7008olBlk $26.99 ea. msRp $74.99

FLyThrough FrameLock
Designed by R.J. martin. Features: Black oxide coated 8Cr13moV stainless steel blade with flipper 
and sculpted top swedge •KVT ball bearing opening mechanism •"see-Through" pivot 
•Black oxide coated stainless steel handle frame •Ambidextrous deep carry 
tip-up pocket clip •4" closed.

ks1988 $19.99 ea. msRp $69.29

SAVE 
$24

a

B

c

d

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1490X
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1361X
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1350PDQX
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1303BW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1160
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1160TANBW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS8600
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS7007BLK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS7008OLBLK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1988
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SAVE $38

SAVE $55

SAVE $21

SAVE $22

SAVE $37

SAVE $49

SAVE $30

SAVE $40
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Blur linerlock- Features: 14C28N stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •SpeedSafe® 
assisted opening •6061-T6 aircraft aluminum handles with Trac-Tec inserts 
•Lanyard hole •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

KS1670B $54.99 ea. msrP $114.99

oSo Sweet linerlock
Features: 8Cr13moV stainless steel blade •Injection molded glass filled nylon handles 
with distinctive "scales" pattern •410 stainless steel liners •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole 
•4-1/8" closed.

KS1830 $17.99 ea. msrP $39.95

Median FraMelock- Features: Black oxide coated 8Cr13m0V stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Thumb stud •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Bead blast finish stainless steel handle 
frame •Three-position deep carry pocket clip •4-1/8" closed. 

KS1551tix $17.99 ea. msrP $40

Volt ii linerlock- Features: Bead blasted 8Cr13moV stainless steel blade with 
flipper •Thumb ridges •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Glass-filled nylon handles 
•reversible pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4" closed. 

KS3650St $19.99 ea. msrP $57.74

Vedder linerlock- Features: Titanium carbo-nitride finish 8Cr13moV stainless 
steel blade with flipper •Thumb hole •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Titanium 
carbo-nitride finish stainless steel handles with machined G-10 overlays 
•Deep-carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed. 

KS2460x $19.99 ea. msrP $69

KS7006cu $59.99 ea. msrP $104

kerShaw® natrix Folder
Features: stonewash finish D2 high carbon steel blade with flipper •KVT ball bearing opening mechanism •sub-Frame Lock 
secures the blade and provides a dramatic contrast •machined, genuine copper handles are beautiful 
and will develop a nice patina over time and use •Decorative backspacers •Oversized 
pivot •Custom designed, reversible, tip-up deep-carry pocket clip •3-5/8" closed.

caMp MacheteS
Features: Black oxide coated 65mN carbon tool steel blades •Full tangs •Integrated guards •ridged, textured ABs handles with rubber overmolds 
•Hex rivets •Dual lanyard holes (at end and near blade) •Kydex® sheaths with lashing grommets and adjustable ballistic nylon straps can be 
carried vertically or horizontally.

camp 14- 20" overall. 

KS1076 $34.99 ea. msrP $74.99

Heavy/Bulky Items: Additional 
shipping may apply.diScontinued! camp 18- 24" overall.

KS1074 $59.99 ea. 

msrP $89.94

Scallion linerlock
Designed by Ken Onion. Features: Black oxide coated 420 HC stainless steel blade with 
flipper •Thumb stud •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •OD green 6061-T6 aluminum 
handles •Tip-down carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-1/2" closed.

KS1620olBlK $36.99 ea. msrP $74.99

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1670B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1830
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1551TIX
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS3650ST
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS2460X
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS7006CU
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1076
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1074
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1620OLBLK
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sharps cutlery folding dirk
Features: Sidelock •3Cr13 stainless steel blade extends past handle when closed •Brown pakkawood 
handles •Stainless steel swing guard, bolsters and liners •Brass pins •12" overall open, 8-1/2" closed 
•Leather belt sheath.

frshp814 $22.99 ea.

frost civil war bowies
Features: Stainless steel blades embellished with "US" and "CS" 
and the flags of both •Pakkawood handles 
•Brass guards and triple rivets 
•Nylon belt sheaths.

your choice $12.99 ea.

brown- 16" overall. 
frcsa04pw

black 
17" overall. 
frcsa03Bpw

frost tactical fighters
Features: Stainless steel blades •Rubber 
handles •Stainless steel guards and pommels 
•Military-type belt sheaths.

combat i
12" overall. 
frc414m

tanto ii- 11-3/4" overall. 
frc416B

Super Saver 
dealer priced!

your choice $12.99 ea.    

special! frost may pack of 18 lockbacks
You will get (6) of each pattern for a total of (18) knives! All feature: Partially 
serrated stainless steel blades •Composition handles •Lanyard holes. 
Large Buckshot features: Thumb stud •Neon green handles •5" closed. 
Medium TacXtreme features: Thumb hole •Black and neon green handles 
•3-1/8" closed. Small features: Neon green handles •3-1/8" closed.
frmay20 

$24.99 
per set of 18

your choice $16.99 ea.    

new! cherokee stoneworks razors
Features: Stainless steel blades 
•Synthetic abalone handles 
•Brass liners •Embossed nickel 
silver bolsters. 

blue frcsw148aBl

pink frcsw148aBp red frcsw148Br

18 KniveS 
under $25!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHP814
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCSA04PW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCSA038BPW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRC414M
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRC416B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRMAY20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCSW148ABL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCSW148ABP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCSW148BR
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NEW! chipaWay cutlEry fixEd bladEs
Features: Stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.

chipaWay cutlEry Wolf daNcEr boWiE
Features: Stainless steel blade •Full tang •Red pakkawood and color-enhanced 
carved bone handles •Brass multiple rivets and fileworked guard•Brass and green 
spacers •16-1/4" overall •Leather belt sheath.
frcw6162rwgb 

$24.99 ea.

prairiE dog- Full tang •Wood handle •Brass guard 
and double rivets •Mosaic shield •8" overall. 

frcw669nw $12.99 ea.

trail huNtEr- Notched spine •Wood handle •Orange and 
black spacers •Aluminum guard and pommel •11-1/2" overall. 

frcw1504 $14.99 ea.

your choicE 

$9.99 ea.    

Walnut frcw1006wd

second cut bone 
Thumb ridges. frcw1004sc

huNtErs- Full tangs •Double steel 
rivets •Red liners •6-1/2" overall. 

NEW! chipaWay cutlEry   20th aNNivErsary   pockEtkNivEs

Features: Stainless steel blades with master blade anniversary embellishments •Grey jigged bone 
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •Color filled anniversary shields •Gift boxed. 

stockman- 3-1/4" closed. 
frcw114gy20 

$12.99 ea.

saddlehorn 
3-3/8" closed. 
frcw111gy20 

$12.99 ea.

small toothpick 
3" closed. 

frcw109gy20 

$9.99 ea.

trapper 
4-1/8" closed. 
frcw108gy20 

$14.99 ea.

peanut
2-3/8" closed. 
frcw107gy20 

$9.99 ea.

choctaw 
lockback 

3-3/4" closed. 
frcw105gy20 

$14.99 ea.

20th Anniversary 
shield!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW6162RWGB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW669NW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW1504
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW1006WD
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW1004SC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW114GY20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW111GY20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW109GY20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW108GY20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW107GY20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRCW105GY20
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closeouts! from crkt®

rune tactical axe- Designed by Ryan Johnson. Features: Black 
finish SK5 carbon steel axe head •Textured glass reinforced nylon 

handle •Double hollow rivets •12" overall •Molded polymer sheath.

cr2737 $39.99 ea. MSrp $150 save $110

snicker linerlock- Designed by philip Booth. Features: Stonewash finish 420 J2 
stainless steel blade with flipper •Injection molded glass reinforced nylon handles 
•Tip-down carry pocket clip •3" closed.

cr6415 $12.99 ea. MSrp $34.99 save $22

BatuM FraMelock- Designed by Jesper Voxnaes. Features: Satin 
finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb hole 
•Black G-10 front scale •Stainless steel liner •reversible 
tip-up/down carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

cr5453 $24.99 ea. MSrp $59.99 save $35

scruB- Features: Black magnesium phosphate coated one piece 
SK5 carbon steel construction •paracord wrapped handle 
•7-3/8" overall •Glass reinforced nylon sheath.

cr2712 $12.99 ea. MSrp $49.99 save $37

MossBack Hunter- Features: Black powder coated SK5 carbon 
steel blade with spine notches •Full tang •Grey and black G-10 
handles •Brass rivets •Lanyard hole •7-1/4" overall •Nylon belt sheath.

cr2831c $19.99 ea. MSrp $69.99 save $50

MossBack BirD & trout- Features: Black powder coated SK5 
carbon steel blade •Full tang •Grey and black G-10 handles •Brass 
rivets •Lanyard hole •6-1/2" overall •Nylon belt sheath.

cr2832 $19.99 ea. MSrp $59.99 save $40

aux FixeD BlaDe- Designed by Lucas Burnley. Features: Satin finish 
8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Full tang •Black glass 
reinforced nylon handles •Double screw rivets •Lanyard hole 
•7-1/2" overall •Injection molded glass reinforced nylon sheath.

cr1200 $19.99 ea. MSrp $59.99 save $40

HWY rescue- Features: Super light, bead blast finish, one piece 420 J2 
stainless steel construction •Skeletonized handle •Strap cutter •Glass 
breaker tip •6-5/8" overall •Black glass reinforced nylon belt sheath.

cr2065 $9.99 ea. MSrp $59.99 save $50

Save up to 80% on top 
quality items!

Mt. rainier linerlock
Features: Bead blast finish 420 J2 stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Metallic 
coated zinc handles •Tip-down carry pocket clip •4" closed.

cr6612n $19.99 ea. MSrp $49.99 save $30 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR2737
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR6415
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR5453
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR2712
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR2831C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR2832
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR1200
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR2065
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR6612N
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closeouts! from crkt®

HoMeFroNt tActIcAl lINerlock- Features: Field Strip Technology allows no-tool take-apart for cleaning, 
right where you are •Black EDP coated 1.4116 stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Thumb ridges •Green glass reinforced nylon handles •Tip-up carry 
pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

crk260kksc $32.99 ea. msrP $99.99 save $67

cArNuFeX FrAMelock- Designed by Flavio Ikoma. Features: satin finish 8Cr13moV 
stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb hole •stainless steel handle frame with 
glass reinforced fiber polyamide front scale •Tip-up carry pocket clip 
•5" closed.

cr5480 $26.99 ea. msrP $79.99 save $53

FossIl FrAMelocks- Designed by Flavio Ikoma. Features: satin finish 8Cr13moV stainless steel blades with 
flippers •Thumb holes •IKBs ball bearing pivot system •Hammered two tone stainless steel handle frames with G-10 
front scales •Tip-up carry pocket clips •4-3/8" closed.

kAreN HooD cHoPPer- Designed to take down trees without adding to the girth of your pack. 
Features: Black powder coated 1095 carbon steel blade •Full tang •Polished, resin infused fiber scales 
can be removed from handle to wrap it in paracord •Double screw rivets •Lanyard hole •16" overall 
•The knife rides low profile in the two-tone nylon sheath which has 
lacing holes with cord •made in UsA.

cr3515 $89.99 ea. 

msrP $375 
save $285

ProWess lINerlock- Features: Bead blast finish AUs-8 stainless steel blade 
with flipper •Thumb ridges •Black glass reinforced nylon handles •Tip-down carry 
pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

crk290kxp $29.99 ea. msrP $89.99 save $60

HI JINX Z lINerlock- Designed by Ken Onion. Features: satin finish, flat ground 1.4116 stainless 
steel blade with flipper •Thumb ridges •Black glass reinforced nylon handles 
•reversible tip-up carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

crk281kxp $24.99 ea. msrP $79.99  save $55

your cHoIce $29.99 ea. msrP $79.99 save $50

reMeDy FrAMelock- Features: satin finish 8Cr13moV stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Thumb ridges •IKBs ball bearing pivot system •stonewash finish stainless steel 
handle frame •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

cr3720c $24.99 ea. msrP $64.99 save $40

buku FrAMelock- Features: satin finish 8Cr13moV stainless steel blade •Thumb 
hole •stonewash finish stainless steel handle frame •Tip-up carry pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

cr2460 $24.99 ea. msrP $69.99 save $45

Plain cr5462 Partially serrated 
cr5461k

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRK260KKSC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR5480
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR3515
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRK290KXP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRK281KXP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR3720C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR2460
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR5462
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR5461K
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save $31

save $65

save $62

save $53

save $73

save $40

save $40

save $56

save $65
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CraCk Shot™ CompaCt LinerLoCkS- Designed by Ken Steigerwalt. Features: 8Cr13MoV 
blades •Spring assisted •Stainless steel frames and thumb studs •Pocket clips •4-1/4" closed. 
Black Stonewash Finish crr1201k 
(also available) Stonewash finish crr1201kc 

Your ChoiCe $19.99 ea. MSRP $59.95

CLoSeoutS! from ruGer® by Crkt®

rtd™ LinerLoCk- Inspired by and named for the Ruger® 10/22 Takedown®. Designed by Matthew 
Lerch and utilizing Ken Onion's Field Strip Technology, it can be taken apart for cleaning and 
maintenance in the field or at the range. Features: Corrosion-resistant coated 
1.4116 steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud •Jimping throughout 
•Black glass reinforced nylon handles •Pocket clip •4-7/8" closed.

crr4801k $24.99 ea. MSRP $89.99

BLaCk powder hatChet- Constructing a shelter, chopping firewood 
or shaving kindling? No problem! Designed by Ryan Johnson. Features: 
Corrosion-resistant coated 1055 carbon 
steel axe head •Black GRN handle 
•Lanyard hole with cord •13" overall.

crr3001k $23.99 ea. 
MSRP $54.99

aLL-CYLinderS LinerLoCkS
Features: Black stonewash finish blades 
•Thumb studs •Reversible tip-up carry 
pocket clips •Lanyard holes.
a. Black and Grey micarta- 8Cr14MoV stainless 
 steel blade •6-1/8" closed.

 crr2003k $34.99 ea. MSRP $99.99
B. Black machined G-10- 8Cr13MoV 
 stainless steel blade •5" closed.

 crr2001k $27.99 ea. MSRP $89.95
FoLLow-throuGh LinerLoCk- Features: Stonewash finish 8Cr13MoV stainless 
steel blade with flipper •Drain holes •Diamond checkered black GRN handles 
•Stainless steel liner •Reversible tip-up carry pocket clip •5" closed.

crr1701 $26.99 ea. MSRP $79.95

Go-n-heavY LinerLoCk- Features: Stonewash finish 8Cr13MoV 
stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Black aluminum handles 
•Stainless steel liner •6-1/8" closed •Nylon belt sheath.

crr1801 $26.99 ea. MSRP $99.95

inCendiarY FrameLoCk- Designed by Robert Carter. Features: Black 
stonewash finish 8Cr14MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •6061 aluminum 
and stainless steel handle frame •Tip-up carry pocket clip •4" closed.

crr2000k $19.99 ea. MSRP $59.99

windaGe™ LinerLoCkS- Designed by Ken Onion. Features: Stonewash finish 8Cr13MoV 
stainless steel blades with flippers •IKBS™ ball bearing pivot systems •Anodized 
aluminum handles •Reversible pocket clips •Lanyard holes •5" closed.
plain crr2401  (also available) partially Serrated crr2402 

Your ChoiCe $23.99 ea. MSRP $79.99

Save up to 
72% on top 

quality items!

a

B

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR1201K
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR1201KC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR4801K
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR2001K
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR1801
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR2000K
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR2401
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR2402
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Powder-Keg Fixed Blade
Designed by RMJ Tactical. Features: Black stonewash finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel 
blade •Full tang •Brown and black TPR handles •Ruger medallion •Double 
rivets •Lanyard/lashing holes •9" overall •Leather belt sheath.

crr1401k $21.99 ea. msRP $99.99 save $78

snailors
Designed by Jesper Voxnaes. Features: Sandblast finish 304 stainless steel 
construction •Keychain tool •Bottle opener •Zipper pull tab •Fit on any keyring. 

large- 2-7/8" overall. cr9006 $4.99 ea. 

msRP $14.99 save $10 
(also available) small- 1-5/8" overall. 

cr9005 $3.99 ea. msRP $9.99 save $6 

closeouts! from ruger® by crKt®

Save up to 80% on top quality items!

muzzle-BraKe™ Fixed Blade
Designed by Ken Onion. Features: Black powder coated 8Cr13moV stainless steel blade 
•Blood groove •Full tang •Glass reinforced nylon handle •12" overall 
•Glass reinforced nylon belt sheath with 
lashing holes.

crr2501k $29.99 ea. 

msRP $69.99 save $40

Save up to 60% on 
top quality items!

1911 tool
Designed by Ryan Johnson. Features: Bead blast finish blades and tools •Pliers •Linerlocking 3Cr13 
stainless steel blade •spring cutter •(3) flathead screwdrivers •3/32" and 5/32" Allen wrenches 
•Barrel bushing wrench •Punch rod •Black G-10 handles 
•4" closed •1680D woven polyester belt sheath.

crr5100 $29.99 ea. 

msRP $99.99 save $70

shotgun tool
Designed by Joe Wu. Features: Bead blast finish •8Cr14moV stainless steel blade 
with nail nick •stainless steel handles •slip joint lock •Fold-out choke tool for all 
shotgun sizes •Hex wrenches--1/8", 3/16", 1/4", 5/16", 3/8" •Bottle opener •3" closed.

crr5102 $9.99 ea. msRP $29.99 save $20
2-stage FramelocK- Designed by Robert Carter. Features: Black stonewash finish 
8Cr13moV stainless steel blade with Veff serrations and flipper •machined hard-anodized 
aluminum front scale •stainless steel handle frame back 
•Glass breaker tip •Four position pocket clip •Lanyard hole 
•5-1/2" closed.

crr2102kc $24.99 ea. msRP $79.99 save $55
Follow-through comPact linerlocK
Features: Jimping throughout •satin finish 8Cr13moV stainless steel blade 
with flipper •Drain holes •Glass reinforced nylon handles •stainless steel 
liners •Tip-up carry pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

crr1703 $24.99 ea. msRP $69.99 save $45

Tools fold out 
from inside 
of handle.

closeouts! from crKt®
guPPie multitool
Designed by Launce Barber and Tom stokes. Features: 
Black coated 2Cr13 stainless steel blade with thumb 
hole •slip joint lock •Adjustable crescent wrench jaw 
opens to to 1/2" •Large, small and Phillips screwdriver 
bits •Removable bit carrier is also a high intensity LED 
and attaches with magnets to the Guppie's left side 
•Cap lifter •stainless steel handle •Pocket/gear clip 
•Carabiner (non load bearing) 
•3-5/8" closed.
cr9070k 

$19.99 ea. 

msRP $39.99  
save $20

eat'n tool
Designed by Liong mah. Features: One 
piece titanium construction with bead blast 
finish •spork •Bottle opener •screwdriver 
•6/8/10mm hex slots •Carabiner clip (non load 
bearing) •4" overall.

cr9100TI $6.99 ea. 

msRP $19.99 
save $13

a range bag staple!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR1401K
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR9006
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR9005
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR2501K
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR5100
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR5102
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR2102KC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRR1703
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR9070K
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CR9100TI
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marble's® scout knife
Features: 440A stainless steel blades and tools •Red 
jigged bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel 
silver bolsters and shield •Can opener •Reamer •Cap 
lifter/screwdriver •Phillips screwdriver •3-5/8" closed.

mr426 $16.99 ea.

Collectors 
box.

Regularly 
$24.99

marble's® cleaver
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Blood 
groove •Drain hole •Jimping throughout •Full 
tang •Raindrop sculpted G-10 handles •Red liners 
•Double screw rivets •7-1/4" overall •Nylon belt 
sheath with paracord lanyard. mr560 $14.99 ea.

marble's® imitation tortoiseshell 
Pocketknives
Features: Stainless steel 

blades •Imitation 
tortoiseshell celluloid 

handles •Brass pins and 
liners •Nickel silver shields 

and ringed bolsters.

serpentine 
trapper

3-3/4" closed.
mr205 

$12.99 ea.

Jumbo trapper- 4-1/2" closed. 

mr213 $14.99 ea.

marble's® cattle king knives
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master 
etches •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and longhorn 
steer shields •4-1/4" closed.

Your choice $12.99 ea.

MSRP $26

stag bone mr276

red Jigged bone mr275 

marble's® brown stag 
bone Pocketknives

Features: 440A stainless steel acid etched 
blades •Brown stag bone handles •Brass pins 
and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •Acid etched 

"M" shields •3-1/2" closed.

Acid 
etched 
shield.

stockman
Largemouth 
bass scene. 
mr269 

$12.99 ea.

canoe
Jumping 

deer scene. 
mr272 

$14.99 ea.

marble's® heavY dutY tanto
Features: 3/16" thick stainless steel blade with recessed guthook/belt cutter •Full tang 
•Jimping throughout •Micarta® handles •Double steel rivets •Red liners 
•Lanyard and lashing holes •11-3/8" overall •MOLLE compatible 
black ballistic nylon sheath with 
multiple carry options and utility 
pocket (empty). 

mr469 $24.99 ea.

marble's® ram horn 
large stockman
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
with reverse frosted master etch 
•Genuine ram horn handles •Brass 
liners •Nickel silver pins, shield and 
ringed bolsters •4" closed.

mr363 $12.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR426
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR560
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR205
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR213
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR276
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR275
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR269
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR272
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR469
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR363
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marble's® #3 safety axe
The classic, innovative design first introduced 
by Webster L. Marble with a modern take. 
Features: Stainless steel axe head •Black 
composition handle and folding edge cover 
work together for safety and convenience 
•Textured handle for a secure grip 
•11-1/2" overall 
•Head measures 4-5/8" x 2-1/2".

mr003 $29.99 ea.

Shown with 
edge cover 

in use.

A modern take on 
a classic design!
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marble's® emergency chopper
Features: Orange coated high carbon steel blade has (2) plain edges 
and a serrated edge •Drain holes •Fire hydrant/oxygen tank wrench 
•Graduated hex wrench •Full tang •Wood handles •Multiple brass 
rivets •Braided paracord lanyard •13-1/2" overall •Heavy duty black 
nylon sheath with sharpening stone in utility pocket.

Sharpening stone 
stores in sheath.

mr557 $19.99 ea.

Shown 
folded.

Shown with shovel engaged.

marble's® mini shovel with pick
Features: Black coated tool steel construction •Adjustable nut locks 

handle in place •Folds and disassembles to compact 6" x 3-3/4" x 
2-1/4" •Handle unscrews •Rubber grips •16-1/4" overall. 

mr237 $9.99 ea.

GreAt for cAmpinG!

quAlity you 
cAn count on!

marble's® american hickory axes
Features: Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel axe heads •american hickory handles •Lanyard holes •Made in El Salvador.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional
shipping may apply.

"marble's® safety axe 
company" wood sign

Features:  Full color design on wood •Measures 
18" x 7-3/4" x 7/16" •Hanging hardware included.  

mr559 $9.99 ea.

marble's® 
"safety axe" 

tin sign
Features: Full color tin 
construction •Measure 

12-1/2" x 16".

sg9163 $9.99 ea.

marble's® camp combo set
Both feature: 100% 420A stainless steel construction. 
G.I. Utility Knife features: Spear blade •Can opener 
•Flat head screwdriver/bottle opener •Leather punch 
•Lanyard bail •3-5/8" closed. Camper's 
Best Friend features: Spork •Can opener 
•Bottle opener •Lanyard hole •Mini 
carabiner clip •4" overall.

mr390 $9.99 per set 

2 pieceS
unDer 

$10

Reproduction of 
the popular utility

knife issued to
G.I.s in World War II

single bit hatchet- Head measures
4-5/8" x 2-1/4" •11" overall. 

mA700sB $17.99 ea.

full size double bit- Head measures 
9-1/2" x 4-3/8" •37" overall.

mA782DB $34.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR003
 https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR557
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR237
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR559
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG9163
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR390
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA700SB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MA782DB
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Marble's® scriMshaw series
Old-time whalers often found themselves at sea for years at a time. To pass the time, 
some spent hours etching intricate designs into whale teeth and bones, a hobby 
that became the art of scrimshaw. This series of knives with intricate animal carvings 
celebrates that art. Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Stag and scrimshawed natural 
bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver 
bolsters •Black and nickel silver spacers.

Each knife packaged in 
Marble's® collectible box!

Jumbo 
Trapper/Deer
4-1/2" closed.
mr260 

$21.99 ea.

Trapper/eagle
4-1/8" closed. 

mr249 $16.99 ea. 

Dogleg Trapper/Moose
4-1/2" closed. 

mr259 $17.99 ea.

Shop more marble'S® @

Pocket chopper/wolf
5" closed.

mr250 $24.99 ea.

BACK IN 
STOCK!

Marble's® skinner
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with etch •Thumb ridges •Full tang •Wood handles 
with checkered grips •Double stainless steel rivets •Lanyard hole 
•10-1/4" overall •Black nylon belt sheath. 

mr561 $14.99 ea.

Marble's® hunTing knife
Features: Stainless steel blade •Wood handle •Brass guard, 
end cap and end screw •Red and brass spacers •9-1/4" overall 
•Leather belt sheath.

mr573 $14.99 ea.

Marble's® Moose scriMshaw hunTers
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •Full tangs •Screw 
rivets •Black spacers •Lanyard holes •Black nylon belt sheaths with 
leather accents.

your choice 

$14.99 ea.

small- Scrimshawed natural bone handles 
•Hammered brass throat •7-3/8" overall. 
mr441

large- Stag and scrimshawed 
natural bone handles •Stainless 

steel guard •8-1/4" overall. 
mr440

Marble's® sTackeD leaTher skinners
Both feature: 440A stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •Stacked leather 
handles •Brass guards •Aluminum pommels •Leather belt sheaths.

Piggy back set- Includes (1) each small 
and large •Sheath holds both. 

mr398 $34.99 per set

(also available) 
large- 9-7/8" overall. mr397 $24.99 ea.

small- 6-1/4" overall.

mr396 $16.99 ea.

BACK IN STOCK!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR260
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR249
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR259
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR250
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR561
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR573
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR441
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR440
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR398
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR397
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR396
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Damascus
Spring Special!

marble's® buffalo Horn Hunters
Features: Grooved buffalo horn handles •Aluminum guards and 
pommels (except where noted) •Spacers •Leather belt sheaths.

large Clip Point- 10-1/2" overall. 

MR448 $19.99 ea.

medium Clip Point skinner
9" overall. 

MR461 $14.99 ea.

stainless steel blades

skinner Combo
Thumb ridges •Overall lengths-- 10-1/8", 6-3/8" •Sheath holds both.

MR454 $27.99 per set of 2

small Clip Point- Stag pommel •8-3/4" overall. 

MR462 $16.99 ea. 

damasCus steel blades 

large drop Point- 10-7/8" overall. 

MR456 $19.99 ea. 

small Clip Point- Stag pommel •8 3/4" overall. 

MR463 $29.99 $pecial $24.99 ea. 

medium Clip Point skinner- 9-1/4" overall. 

MR460 $29.99 $pecial $26.99 ea.

large Clip Point- 10-1/2" overall. MR449 $34.99 $pecial $29.99 ea.

medium upswept skinner
Thumb ridges •9" overall. 

MR450 $19.99 blowout price $14.99 ea.

1 sheath holds 

'em both!

Genuine

medium upswept skinner
Thumb ridges •9" overall.

MR451 $29.99 $pecial $27.99 ea.

large drop Point- 11" overall. 

MR457 $34.99
$pecial $32.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR448
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR461
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR454
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR462
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR456
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR463
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR460
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR449
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR450
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR451
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR457
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magnum by boker® cruel girl 
bowie linerlock
Features: Embellished 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Blood 
groove with drain holes •Jimped and textured blue titanium finish 
stainless steel handles •Pocket clip •4-7/8" closed.

bk01ry855cg $21.99 ea. 
msrP $69.95

bokerplus cinch roper lockback
Features: satin finish AUs-8 stainless steel partially 

serrated blade with embellishment •Thumb hole 
•Teal nylon handles •reversible tip-up or -down 

pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/8" closed.

bk01ci095 $9.99 ea. 
msrP $59.95

32

black Jigged
 bk110733

brown 
Jigged 

bk110727

black 
Jigged 

bk110728 

brown Jigged bk110723

black Jigged 
bk110725

brown 
Jigged 
bk110726

brown 
Jigged 
bk110732

brown Jigged bk110721

red Jigged
bk110747

red Jigged bk110745 

boker® Tree branD TraDiTional series
Boker Traditional series offers all the best! Features: High carbon stainless steel 
blades •Bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, bolsters and shields.

HigH 
Carbon 

StainleSS 
Steel 

bladeS!

red Jigged  bk110746

special purchase! 
bokerplus frazeTTa 
gHoul queen 
lockback
The design printed on the handle front is from a painting by 
the late fantasy artist Frank Frazetta. Features: satin finish 
440C stainless steel blade •Aluminum handles •stainless steel 
bolsters and liners •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

bk01bo653 $29.99 ea. msrP $63.71 

special purchase! 
boker® walnuT barlow
Features: mirror polished carbon steel blade with 
reverse frosted etch •Walnut handles •Brass liners •Nickel 
silver pins, bolsters and Tree shield •3-1/4" closed.

bk110493WW $49.99 ea.

DisconTinueD! limiTeD quanTiTies available!

congresses- 3-5/8" closed.

your choice $39.71 ea.

large sTockmans
4" closed.
your choice

$35.96 ea.

copperheaDs- 3-3/4" closed.
your choice 

$35.21 ea.

meDium sTockmans 
3-1/2" closed.

your choice 

$32.21 ea.

Trappers- 4-1/4" closed.

your choice $35.96 ea.

Each 
feature 

a pocket 
clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK01RY855CG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK01CI095
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110733
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110727
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110728
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110723
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110725
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110726
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110732
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110721
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110747
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110745
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110746
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK01BO653
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BK110493WW
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skipper pro
Tricky ties? "Knot" a problem! The Skipper Pro is like having a 
full sailing crew. Features: Locking, one-hand opening, large 
2/3 serrated blade •Robust, lockable marlin spike •Can opener/
small screwdriver •Lockable bottle 
opener/large screwdriver/wire 
stripper •Reamer/punch 
•Toothpick •Tweezers 
•Keyring with bright orange 
lanyard cord •Blue polyamide 
handles •4-3/8" closed.

V36254 $92.99 ea.

red
V56011

Cobalt 
Blue

V57002
Black
V56013

pink
V57005

White
V5019W

Yellow
V57008

Hunter 
Green
V5023G

purple
V53034

Translucent 
ruby
V56211

Translucent 
pink

V58005

Translucent 
sapphire
V56212

Translucent 
emerald
V56214

ClassiC sd
Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •Toothpick 
•Tweezers •Keyring •Composition handles •2-1/4" closed.

Your CHoiCe $16.99 ea.

MSRP 
$20

The most 
popular 
knife in 

the world!

Nail Clip 580
Features: 1-3/4" blade •Nail file/nail cleaner •Nail clipper 
•Lever design serrated scissors •Keyring •Tweezers •Toothpick 
•Composition handles (except where noted) •2-1/2" closed. 

Translucent ruby 

V04311 $23.99 ea. 

White 
V64637 

$23.99 ea. 

Camouflage 
V46394 

$27.99 ea. 

edelweiss 
V63840 

$27.99 ea. 

Black 
V64633 

$23.99 ea. 

red 
V04312 

$23.99 ea.  

expaNdaBle 
sHeaTHs

Features: Black leather construction 
•Belt clips •Side elastic.

Medium 
Fits up to 3-1/2" x 1" x 5/8".

 V33255 $5.99 ea.
(also available) 

large 
Fits up to 3-1/2" x 1" x 7/8". 

V33256 $6.99 ea.

explorer & pouCH CoMBo 
Large and small blades •Corkscrew/mini 
screwdriver •Hook •Scissors •Magnifier 
•Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle 
opener/large screwdriver/wire 
stripper •Phillips screwdriver 
•Reamer with sewing 
eye •Toothpick •Tweezers 
•Keyring •Composition 
handles •3-1/2" closed 
•Leather pouch with clip.

V56823 $44.99 ea.  

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V36254
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56011
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V57002
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56013
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V57005
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V5019W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V57008
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V5023G
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53034
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56211
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V58005
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56212
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56214
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V04311
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V64637
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V46394
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V63840
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V64633
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V04312
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V33255
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V33256
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56823
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Official SwiSS army Standard 
iSSue dual denSity 
SOldier knife
Locking master blade •Wood saw •Bottle opener/large lock-
ing screwdriver/wire stripper •Can opener/small 
screwdriver •Phillips screw driver •Reamer 
•Keyring •Dual density olive drab 
and black composition 
handles •4-3/8" closed.

V53945 $55.99 ea.

camper
Large and small blades •Wood saw •Corkscrew •Can opener/
small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire 
stripper •Reamer/sewing eye •Tweezers •Toothpick •Keyring 
•Composition handles •3-1/2" closed.
red V56301 
(also available) 
Black V56303
yOur cHOice 

$26.99 ea.

ranGerGrip 57  
One-hand locking blade •Can opener/small screwdriver 
•Cap lifter/large locking screwdriver/wire stripper •Wood 
saw •Gutting blade •Reamer •Corkscrew •Keyring •Tweezers 
•Toothpick •5-1/8" closed.  

V04384 $75.99 ea.

First time 
in our 

catalog!  

with nylon 
Sheath V53807
(also available)
with leather Sheath V53806

SwiSStOOl™ Spirit™ 
& ratcHet cOmBO
The SwissTool's superior quality and performance are evident the first time you 
pick it up •Stainless steel construction •Ten individual springs •Locking blades 
and tools with pushbutton release •Tools can be opened from the outside 
without opening pliers •Needlenose pliers •Combo edge blade •Small, medium 
and large screwdrivers •Wire cutter •Crate opener •Can opener •Bottle opener 
•Scissors •Metal file •Metal saw •Wood saw •Reamer •Phillips screwdriver 
•Chisel/scraper •Isolation length cutter •Wire bender •Wire stripper/scraper 
•Round cutter •Hook •Coupling for corkscrew •Hard wire cutter •(2) hex bits 
•(2) Phillips bits •(2) Torx bits •Bit storage case •Ratchet •Ratchet extension 
•Lanyard hole •4-1/8" closed.

yOur cHOice $149.99 ea.

evOGrip S18
Stainless steel locking large blade •Nail file/nail cleaner •Lever 
design serrated edge scissors •Can opener/small screwdriver 
•Bottle opener/locking large screwdriver/wire stripper •Double 
cut wood saw •Phillips screwdriver •Punch/reamer •Toothpick
•Tweezers •Keyring •3-3/8" closed 
•Yellow composition handles 
with black rubber inserts.
V04415 

$46.99 ea.

locking 
master blade!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53945
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56301
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56303
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V04384
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53807
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53806
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V04415
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Custom art on back of both.

your choice 

$16.99 ea.
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The name and character of Smokey Bear are the property of the United States, as provided 
by 16 U.S.C. 580p-1 and 18 U.S.C. 711, and are used with the permission of the Forest Service, 

U.S. Department of Agriculture.

"happy 75th Birthday 
Smokey Bear" Tinker

Officially licensed. 

v1075 $24.99 ea.

Tree hugging 
Tinker

stbv911 

$24.99 ea.

Tree hugging 
classic SD 
stbv581 

$19.99 ea.

Waving Smokey 
classic SD 
stbv583 

$19.99 ea.

Waving 
Smokey Tinker 
stbv913 

$24.99 ea.

Final Run of 
75th Birthday 

Tinker!

BiGFooT KNiVeS 
We are awarding Bigfoot the Hide and Seek World 

Champion! Is he really out there? We may never know. 

classic SD
v1024 

$16.99 ea.

Tinker 
v1009 

$24.99 ea.

VicToriNoX® eXcLuSiVeS from SMoKy MouNTAiN KNiFe WorKS 
We all have interests or causes that are near and dear to us. Victorinox and SMKW love offering your favorite knife patterns with exclusive 
artwork that just might hit close to home for you. All feature: Stainless steel blades and tools •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring. Tinkers also 

feature: Large and small blades •Phillips screwdriver •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer 
•3-1/2" closed. Classic SDs also feature: Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •2-1/4" closed. 

SpeciAL eDiTioN cLASSic SDs
Tool Box 
v1002 Large 

Breed Dogs 
v1001

Sloths 
v1003

Llama Fiesta 
v1004

Designs on BoTh 
FRonT anD BaCk!

NeW! AuTiSM AWAreNeSS

classic SD 
v1007 

$16.99 ea.

Tinker 
v1008 

$24.99 ea. 

25% of the proceeds from 
the sale of these Autism 
Awareness knives helps 

support PEER Academy, a 
school where children with 
developmental disabilities 
receive an individualized 

education and are 
empowered to reach their 

full potential through 
academics and life skills. 

NeW! 
BeTSy roSS FLAG TiNKer 

v1028 $24.99 ea.

Custom art on 
back of both.

SMoKey BeAr™ SerieS

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1075
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=STBV911
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=STBV581
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=STBV583
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=STBV913
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1024
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1009
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1002
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1001
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1003
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1004
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1007
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1008
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V1028
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your choice $129.95 ea.
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Black 
Oxide Finish 
lm831554

your choice 

$69.95 ea.

your choice 

$79.95 ea.

Bit kit set- Compatible with MUT®, MUT® 
EOD, Surge®, Charge®+ TTi, Charge®+ , Wave®+, 
Skeletool®, Skeletool® CX and Signal™. 
Bit kit expands your driver’s capabilities 
with 21 double-ended bits-- 42 tools in all. 
See SMKW.com for a full list of bits. 

Features (except where noted): 100% stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel blades •Needlenose/regular pliers •Wire strippers 
•Can openers •Bottle openers •Outside accessible components •Nylon belt sheaths •25 year warranty.

wave®+
Premium replaceable wire cutters 
and hard wire cutters •Spring 
action scissors •Wood/metal file 
•Diamond coated file •Medium 
screwdriver •Ruler •Large and small 
bit drivers •Bits included: Phillips/
flat tip eyeglass screwdriver, 
Phillips #1-2 screwdriver, 3/16" 
screwdriver •Lanyard ring 
•4" closed.
lm832531 

$99.95 ea.

rebar®

Premium replaceable wire 
cutters •Saw •Awl with thread 

loop •Wood/metal file •Phillips 
screwdriver •Large and small 

screwdrivers •Electrical crimper 
•Ruler •Lanyard ring •4" closed 
•Components are not outside 
accessible with pliers closed.

lm931014 $24.00 per kit

raptor®

Features: Stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel 
medical shears cut fabric efficiently and come apart for cleaning 
and maintenance •Strap cutter with locking liner deploys with 
one hand, works when shears are open or closed, and works 
with aviator-style gloves •Ruler •Oxygen tank wrench integrated 
within the strap cutter •Ring cutter works on most standard 
gold bands--a must-have for first responders •Carbide-tip 
glass breaker •Glass filled nylon handles 
•Replaceable pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•5" closed •MOLLE compatible injection 
molded glass-filled nylon polymer 
holster with secure rotating clip 
•Holster stores shears in open or
closed position.

tan 
lm832173

Black & 
Orange 

lm832154

black lm831741

Oxygen 
tank 

wrench

Strap 
cutter

Carbide tip 
glass breakerideal for first responders, 

firemen & police!

Ring 
cutter

green 
lm832590

red 
lm832591

stainless  
Finish 
lm831548 

Blue 
lm832715

accessories Bit driver extender- Extend 
your reach. Fits any Leatherman 
knife or tool that has a bit driver.

lm931015 $19.99 ea.

free™ p4
Designed for comfort, ease of use, and durability. 
Everything, including the tool itself, can be opened 
with one hand. Break the magnetic bond, and the 
tool swings open almost like a balisong. The 
blades and tools open smoothly, locking open 
with a confident snap. Package opener •Wood/
metal file •Phillips screwdriver •Extra small, 
small, and medium screwdrivers •Pry tool 
•Ruler •Saw •Premium replaceable wire and 
hard wire cutters •Electrical crimper •Spring 
action scissors •Pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

lm832640 $139.95 ea.

 MULTI-TOOLS

surge®

Blade Exchanger® 
•Premium replaceable 

wire cutters and 
hard wire cutters 

•Standard wire cutters 
•Saw •Awl with thread 
loop •Wood/metal file 

•Large and small 
screwdrivers •Electrical 

crimper •Diamond coated 
file •Spring action scissors 

•Ruler •Large bit driver 
•Bits included: Phillips 

#1-2 screwdriver, 3/16" 
screwdriver •Lanyard 

ring •4-1/2" closed.
 

stainless Finish 
lm830158

stainless 
& Black 

Oxide Finish 
lm832460

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM831554
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832531
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM931014
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832173
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832154
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM831741
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832590
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832591
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM831548
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832715
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM931015
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832640
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM830158
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832460
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fenix® flashlights
Features: Toughened ultra clear, anti-reflective coated glass lenses •Corrosion resistant, anodized aircraft grade aluminum construction with 
anti-roll, slip-resistant design •Rubber O-ring seals (extras included) •Reverse polarity protection •Low battery indicators •Digitally regulated 

output •User's manual or instruction sheet included.

hUssaR fRaMelOCK- S35VN stainless steel blade •Beta Plus safety lock 
prevents accidental blade closure and lockbar overtravel •TC4 titanium handle 
frame •Finely machined high carbon chromium ball 
bearing and washer provide 
wear resistance and 
fatigue durability. 

rupm121tz $144.95 ea.

RUiKe Knives
Features: Bead blast finish blades with flippers •Pocket clips •4-7/8" closed.

thUMBUP safetY lineRlOCKs- Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel 
blades •Thumb studs •ThumbUp safety locks •G-10 handles and 
backspacers •High carbon chromium ball bearing washer 
pivots •420 stainless steel liners.

YOUR ChOiCe $49.95 ea.

e16- CRee XP-L HI neutral white LeD •Maximum 700 lumens •Maximum distance of 465 feet •Dual 
lock-out •IP68 water resistant rating •2" overall •Batteries not included; compatible with rechargeable 
16340 ARB-L16- 700, 700U, or 700UP battery and non-rechargeable CR123A battery •Two-way body 
clip •Magnetic tail •Lanyard and keyring.

fene16 $39.95 ea.

e18R- CRee XP-L HI LeD •Maximum 750 lumens •Maximum distance of 446 feet •Side switch •Lock-
out function •IP68 water resistant rating •2-3/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 16340 ARB-L16 battery 
•Magnetic charging port •The magnetic charging cable plugs into a USB adapter (not included) 
•Compatible with non rechargeable cold-resistant CR123A battery (not included) •Lanyard.

fene18r $64.95 ea.

e30R- LUMINUS SST-40 LeD •Maximum 1600 lumens •Maximum distance of 666 feet 
•(5) output modes plus strobe •Lock-out function •3-7/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 
18650 ARB-L18-3500 battery •Magnetic suction charging port •The magnetic charging 
cable plugs into a USB adapter (not included).

fene30r $79.95 ea.

PD36R- LUMINUS SST-40 LeD •Maximum 1600 lumens on the turbo 
setting •Maximum distance of 928 feet •Rear tactical switch with dual 
operation •IP68 water resistant rating •Two-way body clip 
•5-3/8" overall •Includes rechargeable ARB-L21-5000mAh battery 
•Type-C USB charging •Includes holster and lanyard.

fenpd36r $99.95 ea.

ThumbUp Safety Lock
Pushing the safety lock up can make the locking 

mechanism more reliable and secure in preventing 
accidental blade closure during use.

Black rup155B

sand rup155W

lD30- CRee LeD •Maximum 1600 lumens •Maximum distance of 673 feet 
•Tactical tail and functional side switches •IP68 rated water and dust proof 
•Intelligent protection against high surface temperatures •Two-way body clip 
•4-3/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 18650 ARB-L18-3500 battery and USB 
power cord •Requires (2) CR123A lithium batteries (not included) if emergency 
back-up is wanted •Includes lanyard and holster.

fenld30B $79.95 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUPM121TZ
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENE16
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENE18R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENE30R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENPD36R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUP155B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUP155W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENLD30B
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Magazines- Ammo not included.
P320 Magazines- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. ampc17720 $19.99 ea.

1911- 2-pack of .177 caliber 16-round magazines. ampcbb16 $12.99 ea.

P226 X5- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. ampc17720x $19.99 ea.

MPX/MCX- Single .177 caliber 30-round magazine •(3) extra belts. amrc17730 $21.99 ea.

aiR gUns
CO2 operating systems •CO2 and pellets sold separately •FedEx Ground shipping only.

P226 X5
Fires .177 caliber pellets •Picatinny 
accessory rail •Adjustable sights 
•8.7" overall •Includes (1) 20-round magazine. 

airx5177slv $119.95 ea. 
mSrP $139.99

P320
Fires .177 caliber pellets 
•Full blowback metal slide 
•rifled steel barrel •manual safety 
•m1913 accessory rail •9.6" overall •Includes 
(1) 30-round rotary magazine. 

airp3230rb $99.95 ea. 
mSrP $119.99

1911 spartan
Fires .177 caliber BBs 
•Fixed sights •m1913 accessory 
rail •metal stock •mOLON LABE 
engraving on grips and slide 
•Custom Spartan grips 
•Skeletonized trigger •8.7" overall 
•Includes (1) 16-round magazine. 

air1911bbsp $95.95 ea. mSrP $109.99

MCX asP- Fires .177 caliber pellets •4x24 scope and mounts •rifled steel 
barrel •Tactical front grip •Synthetic stock •m1913 accessory rail •34.75" overall 
•Includes (1) 30-round magazine. 

airmcxscope1 $229.95 ea. 
mSrP $269.99

Sig Sauer® air gunS - ShootS like a Sig becauSe it iS one

CO2- FedEx Ground shipping only.

90g- 2-pack. ac902 $14.99 ea.

12g- 5-pack. ac125co2 $4.99 ea.

Don't forget the ammo! 
Wraith Lead Pellets
.177 caliber •500 count. 

airwraitpb17 $14.99 ea.

Original 
mOdel specs!

From magazines to cO2, if it says sig, it's the best, most 
functionally engineered product available.

keRshaW® gRey sCaLLiOn LineRLOCk
Features: Blackwash finish 420 HC stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb 
stud and ridges •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Grey 6061-T6 
aluminum handles •Tip-down pocket clip •Lanyard hole 
•3-1/2" closed.

ks1620grybw $36.99 ea.

saVe $33

keRshaW® Chive FRaMeLOCk
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Thumb stud 
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •410 stainless steel 
handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •2-7/8" closed.

mSrP $69.99ks1600 $36.99 ea.

Both shown actual size!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AMPC17720
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AMPCBB16
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AMPC17720X
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AMRC17730
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AIRX5177SLV
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AIRP3230RB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AIR1911BBSP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AIRMCXSCOPE1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC902
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC125CO2
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AIRWRAITPB17
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1620GRYBW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS1600
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Drop Point Combo- Polymer handles-- (1) each black and 
OD green •Lanyard holes •4-3/8" closed.

1085966 $11.99 per set msrp $28.95

Tanto- Features: Black oxide coated partially serrated 8Cr13moV high 
stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges •Black aluminum and 
textured rubber handles •pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

1084311 $7.99 ea. msrp $26.99

smiTh & wesson® fixeD blaDe CloseouTs!
spear Point- Features: stonewash finish 8Cr13moV stainless steel blade •Full tang 
•Black TpE handles •Triple screw rivets •Large lanyard/finger hole 
•8-5/8" overall •Black leather sheath with belt clip.

SWF606FCP $14.99 ea. 
msrp $40

m&P m2.0™ Grip swap® Pistol Grip fixed blade- Features: Black coated 8Cr13moV 
high carbon stainless steel blade •Full tang •Textured glass filled nylon Grip swap handles 
• Narrow and wide interchangable palm swells •Lanyard hole •10" overall •Nylon fiber 
sheath with spring steel clip and lashing holes •Instructions included. 

1085889 $9.99 ea. 
msrp $36

®

®

by

smiTh & wesson® linerloCk CloseouTs!

shield- Blade flipper •Drain holes •Flat Dark Earth aluminum and 
black nylon handles •Lanyard hole •3-1/2" closed.

1085894 $9.99 ea. msrp $20

Drop Point- Features: Black coated 8Cr13moV stainless steel blade 
with flipper •Thumb stud •Assisted opening •Jimping throughout 
•Black and tan polymer handles •Tip-down carry pocket 
clip •4-1/2" closed.

1084302 $12.99 ea. msrp $38

black ops®
Features: Black coated 4034 stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Thumb 
stud •Aluminum handles •safety mechanism •pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

SWbloP3S $19.99 ea. msrP $62

smiTh & wesson® m&P® linerloCk CloseouTs!
Features: Black oxide coated 8Cr13moV stainless steel blades •Thumb studs 
•pocket clips •Lanyard holes.

ultra-Glide®- Thumb ridges •ULTrA-GLIDE® technology •Grey 
nylon handles with textured soft rubber inserts •4-3/8" closed.

1085914 $9.99 ea. msrP $22

first response- Features: stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •matte finish 
stainless steel handles with black G-10 inserts •pocket clip •seat 
belt cutter •Glass breaker •4-5/8" closed.

SWFRCPA $12.99 ea. msrp $27.95

Narrow palm swell.

Wide palm swell.

®

®

by

Get two knives for less than $12!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085966
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084311
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SWF606FCP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085889
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085894
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084302
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SWBLOP3S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085914
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SWFRCPA
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norad framelock
Features: Two tone finish D2 tool steel blade with flipper •KVT ball 
bearing opening mechanism •Oversized polished pivot 
•Steel handle frame with carbon fiber front 
inserts •Custom backspacer with raised 
jimping •Tip-up carry pocket clip 
•4-1/2" closed.

ks5510 $69.99 ea.

culpepper- Lanyard hole •4-1/8" closed. 

ks4383 $25.99 ea.

Brandywine
3-1/2" closed. 
ks4382 

$25.99 ea.

Gadsden- 3-1/2" closed. 

ks4381 $21.99 ea.

pocketknives
Features: Flat ground, satin finish 
7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades 
•Polished black G-10 handles 
•Brass pins and liners •Brushed 
satin finish stainless steel bolsters.

tumBler suB-frame lock- Designed by Dmitry Sinkevich. Features: D2 tool steel 
blade with flipper •KVT ball bearing opening mechanism •Decorative steel pivot and 
GFN backspacer •Black G-10 handles with carbon fiber top 
layer •Reversible deep carry pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

ks4038 $68.99 ea.

payout framelock- Features: Stonewash finish D2 tool steel blade with flipper 
and top swedge •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Custom aluminum pivot ring 
anodized in copper •Copper anodized stainless steel 
handle frame with machined steel and black 
G-10 front •Reversible deep carry 
tip-up pocket clip •Copper 
lined anyard hole •5" closed.

ks2075 $62.99 ea.

Believer framelock- Features: Flat ground, grey PVD coated 8Cr13MoV stainless 
steel blade with flipper and large, angular top swedge •Bronze anodized 
custom pivot ring with upraised triangular design 
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Bead blast 
finish stainless steel handle frame 
•Reversible deep carry tip-up pocket clip 
•4-1/4" closed.

ks2070 $41.99 ea.

comeBack framelock- Features: Stonewash finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel 
blade with flipper •KVT ball bearing opening mechanism 
•Beadblast finish stainless steel handle frame with 
no screws visible from the front; insert with 
subtle, debossed Kershaw logo •Decorative 
backspacer •Reversible tip-up carry pocket clip 
with custom cutouts •4-1/4" closed.

ks2055 $41.99 ea.

new!

D2 Tool STeel blaDeS!

They're here!

ClaSSiC 
genTleman 

Slip joinT 
kniveS!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS5510
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS4383
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS4382
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS4381
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS4038
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS2075
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS2070
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS2055
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All New from 

z2 vision 
zippo® 2020 collectible of the year
This collectible draws inspiration from the debut of Zippo's new 

logo, combining Zippo's most popular and most recent processes 
with other high end elements. The design features the new stylized 

"Z" wrapping around the lighter thanks to the MultiCut process 
that creates an embossed effect. Abstract monochromatic 

waves are created by 360º laser engraving. 
Back.

Left.

Right.

Bottom.

zippo® 
buy 
one. 
plant 
one.®
The partnership 
between Zippo 
and WOODCHUCK 
USA aids global 
reforestation.

brushed chrome
Mahogany Emblem 
Attached.
zp49038 

$42.46 ea.

Back.

brushed chrome
Walnut Emblem 

Attached.
zp49039 

$42.46 ea.

Back.

carved flower
Brown. 
Color Image.
zp49184 

$26.31 ea.

colorful skull
Black Matte. 
Texture Print.
zp49187 

$29.71 ea.

Mushrooms
Neon Yellow. 
Texture Print.

zp49189 

$31.83 ea.

skull Gambler
Black Matte. 

Emblem 
Attached.
zp49183 

$42.46 ea.

zippo® spazuk
Known as the Fire Artist, Steven Spazuk created the original art for 
these lighters using paper and the flame of an actual Zippo lighter.

spazuk bluebird
White Matte. 
Color Image.
zp49091 

$24.18 ea.

spazuk lion
Street Chrome. 

Color Image.
zp49088 

$19.93 ea.

raven
Iridescent. Laser Engrave.

zp49186 $24.61 ea.

$100 rose
Black Ice®. Laser 360º.

zp49156 $35.66 ea.

Right.

Left.

The Armor logo is 
used under license 
by ZippMark, Inc. 

All Rights Reserved.

Features: Special 2020 bottom stamp •Armor® Black Ice® with a 
heavy gold insert •Consecutively numbered and limited to 20,020 

pieces worldwide •Collectible of the Year 
custom-designed packaging. 

zp49194 $106.25 ea.

explorer
Street Chrome. 
Mahogany 
Emblem 
Attached.
zp49171 

$41.61 ea.
Back.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49038
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49039
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49184
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49189
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49183
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49091
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49088
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49186
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49156
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49194
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49171
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Kryptek® Flag
Royal Blue 
Matte. 
Color Image.
zp49179 

$25.03 ea.

Kryptek® Camo
Street Chrome™. 

Color Image.
zp49178 

$20.78 ea.

High Polish 
Rose Gold
Laser Engrave.
zp49190zl 

$27.16 ea.

Mercury Glass
Color Image.
zp49181zl 

$20.78 ea.

High Polish 
Teal
Laser Engrave.
zp49191zl 

$27.16 ea.

Brown
Color Image.
zp49180zl 

$22.91 ea.

Iridescent
Color Image.
zp49146zl 

$22.91 ea.

Purple Matte
Color Image.
zp237zl 

$20.78 ea.

Zeus
Street Chrome™. 
Color Image.
zp49137 

$19.93 ea.

Mythical 
Creature

Black Matte. 
Color Image.
zp49122 

$24.18 ea.

Coat of Arms
High Polish Blue. 
Laser 360º.
zp49126 

$36.93 ea.

Right.

Left.

Back.

Viking 
Warship
Brown. Color 
Image.
zp49182 

$24.61 ea.

Playboy Dots
Black Matte. 

Color Image.
zp49155 

$27.58 ea.
© 2020 Playboy 

Enterprises International, 
Inc.  Playboy and the 
Rabbit Head Design 

are trademarks of 
Playboy Enterprises 

International, Inc. and 
used under license by 
Zippo Manufacturing 

Company.

 , ZIPPO,  ,  ,  , ARMOR and BLACK ICE are registered trademarks in the name of Zippo Manufacturing Company. All Zippo lighter decorations are protected by copyright.  © Zippo Manufacturing Company 2020.

All New from 

360º 
design!

ZIPPo® 
RIeTVelD
Artist Rick Rietveld is 
a Southern California 
native known 
for his works of 
contemporary pop 
realism.
Flag
Brushed Chrome.
zp49145 

$23.33 ea.

© 2020 Kryptek Outdoor Group, LLC. Kryptek and the Spartan Helmet 
Design are trademarks of Kryptek Outdoor Group, LLC and used 

under license by Zippo Manufacturing Company.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49179
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49178
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49191ZL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49180ZL
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP49137
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Replacement Wick ZPWICK 79¢ ea.

Replacement Flint ZPFLINT 99¢ ea.

Butane Fuel- 5.82 oz. ZP3810 $3.99 ea.

Lighter Fluid- 12 oz. ZPFLUID $4.99 ea.

We have RepLacements!

FedEx Ground only for fuel and fluid.

Brushed chrome 
ZP11033 

$19.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 
ZP11034 

$22.99 ea.

Zippo® 
1941 RepLicas
Several distinctive features 
identify the 1941 Replica: 
Four-barrel hinge joins the lid 
and bottom •Sides of the inside 
unit are flat with squared edges 
•The chimney has fewer holes 
•A hollow rivet holds the striking 
wheel in place •Packaged in a 
silver foil gift box that is standard 
for all 1941 Replica models.

Zippo® FLeX necK 
LiGhteR 
With a 13" bendable neck 
and dual flame, this lighter 
withstands stiff winds and gives you the power 
and flexibility for lighting tasks in tight spots. 
Great for camping stoves, lanterns, water heaters, 
BBQ grills, candles and more! Features: Durable 
metal construction •Wind-resistant dual flame 
•Adjustable flame dial •Patented child resistant 
safety button •19-1/2" overall •Oversized 
hanging loop •18 ml. butane canister included 
•FedEx Ground shippinG only.  
ZP121569 

$21.99 ea.

high polish 
chrome 
ZP10600 

$15.99 ea.

iron stone 
ZP211 

$14.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 
ZP0050 

$16.99 ea.

satin chrome™
ZP10205 

$12.99 ea.

Zippo® YeaR-RoUnD 
FavoRites!

Zippo® LeatheR sheaths 
Keep your lighter close. Features: Genuine 
leather •Snap closures •Fit belts 
up to 2" wide. 

YoUR choice $10.99 ea.

Four-
barrel 
hinges 

join the 
lids and 

bottoms!

cLip
Black 
ZPLPCBK
Brown 
ZPLPCB

Loop
Brown 
ZPLPLB
Black 
ZPLPLBK

Loop With 
thUmB 
notch
Black 
ZPLPTBK

(also available) Black 

ZP28582 $21.99 ea.

Zippo® spiRit canDLes
Features: Five-ounce soy wax blend with extra-potent fragrance •100% cotton wick •Up to (35) 
hours of burn time •Sustainably harvested natural cork lids •Unique vessel can be repurposed. 

YoUR choice $13.56 ea.

Zippo® LiGhteR inseRts 
Customize your standard lighter with the new insert collection. 
Fits all standard sized Zippo lighters including 1941 Replicas. 

Bourbon & spice
Double oaked bourbon 

fragrance with notes 
of amber, vetiver and 

ginger root. 
ZP70008

Dark Rum & oak
Sweet, oak barrel rum 

fragrance with notes of 
coffee, patchouli and 

orange blossom. 
ZP70007

Whiskey & tobacco
Kentucky whiskey 

fragrance with notes of 
leafy tobacco, ginger and 

sweet, crushed tonka bean. 
ZP70006

Double arc- Easily 
recharges with USB cable.

ZP65828 $18.66 ea.

Double torch 
ZP65827 

$14.41 ea.

single torch 
ZP65826 

$12.71 ea.

Mod 
your 
flaMe

The bright blue 
flame deploys 
with the push 

of a button!
Butane sold 
separately.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPWICK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPFLINT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP3810
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP121569
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP211
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP0050
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP10205
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPLPCBK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPLPCB
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP70008
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP70007
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP70006
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP65828
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP65827
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP65826
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fillet knife by rough rYder
Features: Flexible, partially serrated, 440A stainless steel blade •Full tang •Easy to spot, bright green G-10 handles •Ringed nickel silver guard 
•Brass and black spacers •Triple brass rivets •Lanyard hole  •11-7/8" overall •Versatile black nylon sheath has liner, 
black leather leg tie, embossed leather accent, and can be carried vertically or horizontally. 

rr1816 $12.99 ea.

Engraved fly fishErman 
design on handle front!

Features: 100%  stainless steel 
construction •File/scaler/hook 
disgorger •Scissors •Straight pin 
•3" ruler •Lanyard bail •4" closed.

mr168 $9.99 ea. 

marble's® angler's Card
Be ready whenever, wherever the fish are bitin'. Features: Components 
come apart for one-time use •Stainless steel construction •Measures 
3-1/2" long x 2" wide x credit card thin, so tuck it in your wallet 
•(3) each single and double fish hooks •(3) swivel weights/snare locks 
•3-1/4" saw/scaler •2-1/2" gig •2" arrowhead •(2) 1" sewing needles.
mr421 

$6.99 ea.

neW! rapala® folding fish pro fillet loCkbaCk
Features: High ground stainless steel blade •Black non-slip 

soft-grip handles •Lanyard hole •6-1/4" closed.

ffpf5 $16.99 ea.

Closeout! neW holland 
ag multitool With l.e.d.
Features: 100% stainless steel construction •Pliers •Large and small blades 
•Saw •Phillips screwdriver •Large and small flathead 
screwdrivers •Can opener •Pry tool •File 
•Scissors •LED light •4" closed 
•Nylon pouch.
crsn50005amp 

$11.99 ea. 
MSRP $19.95

marble's® sWing tools 
Fold the handle open to access the tools; swing out the desired tool; re-close handle to lock the chosen 

implement in place. Features: Stainless steel construction •Pocket clips.knife/Wrenches
Blade rotates to tool with cap lifter/triple hex cutouts/lanyard hole 
•Carabiner clip (non load bearing) •6-1/8" overall with tool in use, 
6-5/8" overall with blade in use.
 mr316

Pocket clip.

screwdrivers/Wrenches
(3) tools rotate to hex cutouts--Phillips screwdriver; 

wire cutter/wire stripper/cutting edge; cap lifter/
large screwdriver •3-5/8" closed, 5" open. 

mr315

Blade side 
open.

Tool side 
open.

shown fully open.

shown closed.

Pocket clip.

Closeout! Crkt® Walton's thumb tool
Designed for the fly fisher. Features: 100% stainless steel construction •Knife blade 
•Screwdriver •Split ring remover •Hook eye cleaner/knot pick •Scissors •(4) lever-operated 
functions-- pincer, cutter, crimper and split shot remover •Lanyard ring •2-7/8" closed.

crwt1 $4.99 ea. MSRP $39.99

marble's® flY fisherman 
utilitY knife 

for all your 
outdoor needs!

showing lever 
positioned 

for use.

shown closed.

get your tacklebox ready!

attention fly fishermen!

top quality 
stainless steel!

12 functions

nylon 
pouch.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1816
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR168
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR421
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FFPF5
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CRSN50005AMP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR316
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR315
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=crwt1
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Lady Luck Pin-Up
12-1/2" x 16". SG1627

Tin SignS
Features: Tin construction 

•Vibrant designs.

Don't Stop Believing
16" x 12-1/2". SG2195

Willing to Hunt 
12-1/2" x 16". SG2328

Lifesaver
12" x 17". rep4501

Paddle Your Own Canoe
12" x 17". rep4512

Just Add Water
12" x 17". rep4508

Ford Motor Co.
11-3/4" diameter.

SG2396

Pipe Dream Mechanic
11-3/4" diameter. SG2389

Only You
11-1/2" x 16". SG834 

Ford Garage
12-1/2" x 16". SG2394

Mars National Park
12-1/2" x 16". SG2388

Smokey Bear
11-3/4" diameter. SG2387

Chevrolet Detroit Michigan
11-3/4" diameter.

SG2395

John Wayne 
Old Fashioned Patriot
16" x 12-1/2". SG2392

Coca-Cola Delicious With Food
16" x 12-1/2". SG2384

World Renowned Budweiser
16" x 12-1/2". SG2385

46

YOUR CHOiCe $9.99 ea.

3 OR MORe $7.99 ea.

NeW!NeW! NeW!

NeW!

NeW!

NeW!

NeW!

NeW!

NeW!

NeW! NeW!

NeW!
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Moms and Dads 
alike love knives, so 
wouldn't an SMKW 
gift card make the 

perfect gift?!

hat 
hooks

Clip on a 
hat or tie! 
•2" overall.

Camo 
ec155ac 

$3.99 ea.

Brass
ec155m

$1.99 ea.

Usa Flag
ec155USa 

$3.99 ea.

extendaBle BaCk sCratCher
The solution to feeling frustrated when you just can't reach that 
itch! Features: Metal construction •Rubber handle (color may 
vary--our choice only) •Extends from 8-1/2" to 22-3/4".

mi10 $3.99 ea.

ExtEnds to 22-3/4"!

Customer favorite!

Item# 
GiFTcaRD

sharper thIngs 
Black 100% cotton. "Upside Down's 
Largest Knife Store" on back. 
small SmkwSTSm 
Medium SmkwSTmD 
large SmkwSTlG 
xl SmkwSTxl 
2x SmkwST2x 
3x SmkwST3x 

sMkw logo hats 
Top your look with an SMKW 
hat. Mesh back. Adjustable; 
one size fits most. 

yoUr ChoICe 

$8.99 ea.
Black & grey 
GwT101m

navy & white 
FwT130c

Brown & tan 
FwT103c2 Fpo

new! apparel For sharp dressers FroM sMkw!
t-shIrts
Screen printed designs front and back. Machine washable.

yoUr ChoICe $14.99 ea.

sand
small SmkwSDS 
Medium SmkwSDm 
large SmkwSDl 
xl SmkwSDxl 
2x SmkwSD2x 
3x SmkwSD3x

royal BlUe
small SmkwRYS 
Medium SmkwRYm 
large SmkwRYl 
xl SmkwRYxl 
2x SmkwRY2x 
3x SmkwRY3x

red
small SmkwRDS 
Medium SmkwRDm 
large SmkwRDl 
xl SmkwRDxl 
2x SmkwRD2x 
3x SmkwRD3x

BlaCk
small SmkwblkS 
Medium SmkwblkmD 
large SmkwblklG 
xl Smkwblkxl 
2x Smkwblk2x 
3x Smkwblk3xgraphIte heather

small SmkwGhS 
Medium SmkwGhm 
large SmkwGhl 
xl SmkwGhxl 
2x SmkwGh2x 
3x SmkwGh3x

knIFe Flag 
50% cotton/

50% polyester. 
Logo on back.

k•n•i•v•e•s 
Grey 50% cotton/50% 
polyester. Logo on back. 
small SmkwkniveSSm 
Medium SmkwkniveSmD 
large SmkwkniveSlG 
xl SmkwkniveSxl 
2x SmkwkniveS2x 
3x SmkwkniveS3x

Back close-up.

Back 
close-up.

Back 
close-up.
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your choice $6.99 ea. 
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Folding compass
Features: Plastic construction 
•Scales •Rotating dials •Sights 
•Magnifiers •Signal mirrors.

EXP51 $3.99 ea.  

emergency survival Blanket
Features: Thermal construction
•Measures 55" x 89-1/2".

EXP41 $2.99 ea.

emergency whistle
Features: OD green plastic construction
•Compass •Thermometer 
•36" neck cord.

emergency whistle
Features: Orange plastic construction
•Signal mirror •Storage 
compartment with liquid
crystal compass in lid 
•Striking surface •Neck 
cord •4-5/8" overall. 

eat anywhere utensil set
Features: Knife, fork and spoon set interlocks 
for carry and disassembles for use 
•All stainless steel construction
•7-1/4" overall.
EXP62 

$6.99 per set

ExplorEr survival gEar

Never be 
lost agaiN!

be ready for 
aNYtHiNg!

Compass and 
thermometer on sides.

EXP15
$2.99 ea.Compass.EXP28 $1.99 ea.

magniFying card
Fits in pocket, wallet, purse and more, for 
anytime you need a closer look! Features: 
Clear acrylic construction •Measures 
3-3/8" x 2-1/8" x 1/16" 
•Vinyl carrying case.
EXP60 

99¢ ea.
Shown in use.

Baseplate 
compasses
Features: Plastic construction 
•Rotating dials with 
declination marks •Scales 
•Neck cords.

clear EXP25 

survival 
Bracelet
Features: Black braided 
paracord •Integrated 
fire starter and striker, 
accessible by unfastening 
the buckle •Buckle also 
incorporates an integrated 
safety whistle •Compass 
•One size fits most. 

EXP61 $3.99 ea.

Integrated 
fire starter 
and striker.

your choice $2.99 ea.

clear with magnifier 
EXP35 

8x21
Binoculars
Features: Coated lenses 
•Neck cord •Lens cloth 
included •Nylon pouch.
EXP38 

$14.99 ea.

survival Fire 
starter

Features: 4" overall 
striking rod •Green 

coated metal striking 
surface •Lanyard cord 

keeps both pieces 
together and easily 

accessible.

EXP22 $5.99 ea. 

10x25 monocular 
Features: Coated lens •Neck cord 
•Lens cloth included 
•Nylon pouch.
EXP43 

$6.99 ea.

sParKs 
over 

1000ºF!

Shown 
assembled.

mini l.e.d. 
microscopes
Use for knife steel and firearm barrel 
analysis, jewelry and diamond 
inspection, currency and stamp 
identification, electronics and computer 
repairs, map reading and the printing 
industry. Features: extremely bright 
L.E.D.s •Plastic construction 
•Adjustable focus •1-1/2" overall 
•Use (3) LR927 batteries (included) 
•Instructions •Vinyl storage pouches. 

Blue/white lights
60x magnification 

•(1) blue and (2) 
white L.E.D.s. EXP54

white light
45x magnification 
•Single white L.E.D. 
EXP45
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push dagger
Features: Stainless steel blade with multicolored acid etch •Full tang •Black and red micarta 
handles •Double screw rivets •5" overall •Black nylon belt sheath also has spring steel clip.

ko029 $12.99 ea.

linerlocks
Features: Partially black coated stainless steel blades 
with flippers •Stainless steel liners •Pocket clips. 

a. Black carbon Fiber- Thumb ridges •5-1/4" closed. ko023 $22.99 ea. 

B. Black g-10 - 4-5/8" closed. ko024 $19.99 ea.

Framelock
Features: Stainless steel blade with flipper •Aluminum handle 
frame •Black and blue carbon fiber front scale •Blue titanium 
coated pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

ko028 $14.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

handmade tactical linerlocks
Features: UTX steel blades with flippers •Ball bearing pivots •Jimping throughout  •G-10 handles •Pocket clips •Polishing cloths •Drawstring 
storage pouches •Certificates of authenticity. 

All Komoran 
Knives include 

cleaning cloth and 
drawstring pouch.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

komoran knives

tactical Framelock
Features: UTZ steel blade with flipper •Aluminum handle frame with black carbon fiber and G-10 
on front •Blue titanium coated screws and pivot fittings •Stainless steel tip-up carry 
pocket clip with blue titanium coated screws and inert ball bearing for 
a tight fit •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed. 

ko027 $29.99 ea.

a

B

Pocket clip.

Black cleaver - Blood 
groove •Thumb stud 
•4-5/8" closed. 

ko022 $19.99 ea. Pocket clip.

od green tanto- Thumb stud 
•Textured stainless steel 
bolsters •4-5/8" closed. 

ko020 $19.99 ea.
Pocket clip.

Quick linerlock
Features: Stainless steel blade •Thumb ridge •Blade flipper •Blood 
groove •Black G-10 handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

BMk115 $9.99 ea.

scarlet tiger Folder
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade •Thumb hole 
•Black and red G-10 handles •Pocket clip •3-5/8" closed.

BMk120 $7.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

assisted opening Framelock- Features: Stainless steel blade •Thumb 
stud •Stainless steel handle frame •4-5/8" closed •Pocket clip.

BMk106 $9.99 $pecial! $7.99 ea.

necklock knife
Unique concept for a handy tool or self defense. Features: Blackwashed stainless steel 
blade •Thumb stud •Linerlock •Black G-10 handles •Lanyard hole with cord also 
serves to remove the knife from the sheath with a quick pull •3-1/8" closed 
•Molded Kydex® sheath with neck chain. 

BMk067 $11.99 $pecial! $9.99 ea.

Benchmark® knives

Pocket clip.

Black karambit- Thumb 
hole •Large lanyard/finger 
hole •5-1/8" closed. 

ko019 $14.99 ea. Pocket clip.
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uptown framelock by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper and partial blackwash finish 
•Thumb stud and ridges •Assisted opening •Blackwash finish stainless 
steel handle frame with red checked carbon fiber scale on front 
•Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

rr1826 $9.99 ea. Pocket clip.

Shown open.

tactical pocket pen by rough ryder
Features: Aluminum construction •Removable cap •Black ink •Pocket clip with 

Rough Ryder logo •Glass breaker tip •6-1/8" overall with cap. 

rr1864 $9.99 ea.

linerlocks by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs 
•Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/2" closed.

storm- Partially stonewashed blade •Gunmetal grey 
steel handles •Braided paracord lanyard. rr1917

thunder- Stonewashed blade •Stonewashed steel 
handles with silver detailing front and back
and carbon fiber inset on front. rr1916

Pocket clips.
your choice $9.99 ea.

tactical linerlock by rough ryder
Features: Two-tone finish 440A stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Thumb stud and ridges •Black G-10 handles •Pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

rr1980 $7.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

thunderstreak linerlock by rough ryder
Features: Partially black coated 440A stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Thumb stud and ridges •Assisted opening •Black aluminum
handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

rr1600C $7.99 ea.
Pocket clip. Fast opening!

gentleman's linerlock by rough ryder
Features: Stonewashed 440A stainless steel blade •Fancy accent blade style 
•Thumb stud and ridges •Assisted opening •Stonewashed 
aluminum handles with checkered pakkawood inserts on 
front •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

rr1713 $7.99 ea. Pocket clip.

black & silver framelock 
by rough ryder
Features: Combination black and brushed finish 440A 
stainless steel blade with flipper •Black and brushed finish 
stainless steel handle frame •Pocket clip •3-3/4" closed.

rr2043 $9.99 ea.

faux damascus framelock 
The exquisite look of Damascus without the hefty price tag! 
Features: Skillful acid etching gives the appearance of Damascus 
to the 440A stainless steel blade as well as the stainless steel 
handle frame •Thumb stud •Single brass liner •Pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole with cord •3-1/8" closed.

rr1981 $7.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Pocket 
clip.
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Tactical
Blade flipper •Thumb stud •Black G-10 handles with jimping 
•Red inner spacers •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

rr1822 $12.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Red inner 
spacers.

Ocean Wave
Stonewashed blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges 
•Assisted opening •Blue aluminum handles 
•4-1/2" closed.

rr1820 $12.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Gentleman Grey
Blade flipper •Thumb stud and ridges •Assisted opening •Grey 
aluminum handles with wood inlay on front •4-3/8" closed.

rr1819 $9.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Stonewash
Black stonewash finish throughout •Thumb stud and ridges 
•Stainless steel handles •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

rr1811 $7.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Skipper
Combo matte and satin finish blade •Thumb stud and ridges 
•Stainless steel handles with gold accents •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" 
closed.

rr1850 $9.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Slip jOinT fOlder by rOuGh ryder
Features: Black coated 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Slip joint 
opening/closing mechanism •Black and blue G-10 handles, grooved for 
a secure grip •Jimped backspring •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

rr1817 $7.99 ea. Pocket clip.

linerlOckS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Pocket clips.

Wood
Thumb stud and ridges •Checkered wood handles •Stainless 
steel bolsters and spacers •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

rr1815 $12.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

TacTical fOlderS
Features: Titanium coated 440A stainless steel blades •Pocket clips.

linerlock-  Blade flipper 
•Thumbstud •Jimping throughout •Grey 
aluminum handles •4" closed. rr1827

framelock- Thumb hole •Titanium coated 
aluminum handle frame with black G-10 scale 

•Cap lifter •Lanyard hole •3-5/8" closed. rr1823
Pocket 

clip.
Pocket 

clip.

yOur chOice 

$6.99 ea.

blue STreak aSSiSTed OpeninG framelOck
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper and partial blue titanium coating 
•Blood groove with drain holes •Thumb ridges •Assisted opening •Blue and 
silver anodized aluminum handle frame •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-1/2" closed.

rr1818 $6.99 ea. Pocket clip.

ASSISTED 
OPEN!

ASSISTED 
OPEN!

ASSISTED OPEN!
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classic micarta® pocketknives by rough ryder
Features: Brushed finish 440A stainless steel blades •Green Micarta® handles •Brushed 

finish, ringed nickel silver bolsters •Nickel silver pins, liners and shields. 

Folding hunter linerlock 
5-1/4" closed. 

rr1994 $16.99 ea.

hawkbill pruner- 4" closed. 

rr1993 $14.99 ea.

cotton sampler 
4-1/8" closed. 
rr1992 

$14.99 ea.

sowbelly- 3-3/4" closed. 

rr1991 $14.99 ea.

trapper 
4-1/8" closed. 
rr1990 

$14.99 ea.Collector 
packaging.

Flowers series 
by rough ryder
Just in time for spring! 
Features: 440A stainless 
steel blades •Full color 
artwork under acrylic 
handles •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver pins and 
ringed, pinched, 
stamped bolsters.

daisies trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

rr2098 $12.99 ea.

red roses trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

rr2097 $12.99 ea.

wild Flowers 
small toothpick 

3" closed. 
rr2092 

$9.99 ea.

Collector packaging.

yellow composition everyday carry pocketknives
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Yellow composition handles •Brass 

pins and liners •Nickel silver shields and ringed bolsters.

Locking master blade!

lockback 
mini trapper
3-1/2" closed. 

rr945 $9.99 ea.
Boy's Barlow
3-1/4" closed. 
rr719 

$8.99 ea.

dog leg stockman
3-1/2" closed.

rr890 $9.99 ea.

lockback- 3-3/4" closed. 

rr893 $9.99 ea.

stockman
3-1/4" closed. 

rr602 $9.99 ea.

moose - 4-1/4" closed.

rr1198 $11.99 ea.

small lockback- 3-1/8" closed. rr894 $7.99 ea.

peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
rr605

$8.99 ea. 

marlin spike
Locking steel 
spike •Shackle 
•4-1/2" closed. 
rr897 

$9.99 ea.
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your 
choice 

$3.99 ea.

your choice 

$4.99 ea.

Mini folders by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Wood and imitation turquoise handles with black accents •Stainless steel liners, spacers and bolsters 
•Lanyard holes for keychains (not included) •2-1/8" closed •Collector's display style gift boxes.

clip Point RR1473
razor RR1474

Both shown actual size!

your choice $24.99 ea.

exotic traPPers by rough ryder
Features (except where noted): 440A stainless steel blades •Brass liners •Nickel 
silver spacers and bolsters •Fileworked backsprings •4-1/8" closed.

abalone RR1696

RR1696-RR1698 each have 
fileworked backsprings.

Black Pearl RR1698

Black and White Pearl
No spacers or fileworked 
backsprings. RR757

sMallest of the sMall
by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with 
false edges •7/8" closed.

stainless steel 
finish RR162
Both shown 
actual size! Brass finish RR163

Miniature
1-5/8" closed. 
RR167

Bone is a natural 
handle material prone 
to cracking. Therefore, 
some knives may have 

cracks near the bolsters.Micro
1" closed.
RR164 

tiny hunters 
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•White smooth bone handles •Nickel 
silver bolsters and liners.

Both shown 
actual size!

turquoise 
and aMBer 
Pocketknives 
by rough 
ryder
Features: 440A stainless 
steel blades •Turquoise 
and amber synthetic 
handles •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver shields and 
ringed, stamped bolsters. 

small 
lady leg

3-1/4" closed. 
RR2002 

$11.99 ea.

Pink Pearl 
RR1697

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR2001 

$12.99 ea.

your choice 

$4.99 ea.

Mini folding hunter by rough ryder
Features: Stainless steel blade •Genuine abalone handles 
•Nickel silver liners and bolsters •Keyring •1-5/8" closed. 

RR175 $7.99 ea.

coPPerstone Pocketknives
Features: Rose Titanium coated 440A stainless steel 
blades •Synthetic stone handles •Copper liners and 
ringed bolsters •3-1/4" closed.

lockback RR1530

lady leg
RR1529

Find more 
Rough Ryder @Shown actual size!

your choice 

$9.99 ea.
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your choice 

$14.99 ea.
Buy the set 

and save!
rrstset4 

$49.99 per set of 4

54

neW! vg-10 folders 
by rough ryder
Features: VG-10 steel blades 
•Black and blue aluminum 
handles •3-1/2" closed. 

soWBelly trappers by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and 
bolsters •3-7/8" closed.

tobacco 
Bone 
rr1908

Blue 
smooth 

Bone 
rr1951

Brown 
stag Bone 
rr1907

Buckshot Bone 
Reverse frosted 

master etch •Custom 
packaging. rr1906

Bow trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

rr1892 $14.99 ea.

sowbelly- 3-3/4" closed. 

rr1894 $14.99 ea.

toBacco road pocketknives
Back in the good ole days on toBacco road

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master blade etches 
•Tobacco bone handles •Both sides of the knives are enhanced with a cross hatched 

tobacco leaf with copper nailhead accents •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and 
ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.

congress
3-3/4" closed. 

rr1896 

$14.99 ea.

canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
rr1895 

$12.99 ea.

hawkbill
Lanyard hole •4" closed.

rr1893 $12.99 ea.

trapper 
rr2101 

$19.99 ea.

stockman 
rr2102 

$21.99 ea.

Blue Bone pocketknives by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Blue smooth bone handles •Brass 

liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed bolsters.

canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

rr1949 $9.99 ea. 

congress- 3-5/8" closed. 

rr1950 $12.99 ea. 

stockman- 4" closed. 

rr1954 $12.99 ea. 

small toothpick- 3" closed. 

rr1953 $8.99 ea. small Moose- 3-1/2" closed. 

rr1952 $9.99 ea.

Find more 
Rough Ryder @

vg-10
is here!
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Muskrat- 3-1/2" closed. 

RR1784 $12.99 ea.

 titaniuM
Features: Titanium coated 440A stainless steel blades •Black smooth 

bone handles •Nickel silver shields.

Small 
toothpick
3" closed. 
RR1788 

$9.99 ea.

Folding 
Hunter

Linerlock 
•5-1/4" closed. 
RR1779 

$16.99 ea.

Jumbo trapper
Lanyard hole •5" closed. 

RR1778 $16.99 ea.

Moose- 4-3/8" closed. 

RR1775 $14.99 ea.

Cub Lockback
2-1/2" closed. 
RR1774 

$9.99 ea.

Lockback
3-1/8" closed. 
RR1773 

$12.99 ea.

Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 

RR1783 $14.99 ea.

Wharncliff trapper
Lanyard hole 

•3-3/4" closed. 

RR1771 $12.99 ea.

Hawkbill
Lanyard hole 

•4" closed. 
RR1770 

$12.99 ea.

Titanium coating helps resist 
rusting, so you can get the most 

out of your knife.

Congress- 3-5/8" closed. 

RR1787 $14.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
RR1786 

$9.99 ea.

Folding 
Hunter

5-1/4" closed. 
RR1785 

$16.99 ea.

Canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
RR1782 

$14.99 ea.

Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed. 

RR1781 $9.99 ea.

Large 
Cotton 

Sampler
Lanyard hole 

•4-1/8" closed. 
RR1726 

$12.99 ea.

Small 
Stockman

3-1/4" closed. 
RR1777 

$14.99 ea.

Double 
nail 

pulls!

Fixed BLade Small Hunter
Fileworked spine •Triple nickel silver rivets 
•Red liners •Lanyard hole with bead-accented 
cord •5" overall •Black leather belt sheath can 
be worn vertically or horizontally. 

RR1768 $12.99 ea.

Filework.

Double 
nail 

pulls!

PoCketkniveS
Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed, 

pinched, stamped bolsters.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR1780 

$14.99 ea.

Wharncliff
3-5/8" closed. 
RR1769 

$12.99 ea.
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Each 
blade 
locks 

independently!

equestrian's 
hoof pick trappers 
by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel 
blades •3-1/8" hoof pick •Brass 
liners •Nickel silver pins, 
shields (except where noted) 
and ringed, pinched, 
stamped bolsters 
•4-1/8" closed.

natural smooth Bone
No shield. 

rr1972 $12.99 ea.

amber 
Jigged Bone 
rr1971 

$12.99 ea. 

doctor's knives
Features: 440A stainless steel 
blades •Brass liners •Nickel 
silver pins, shields and 
decorative bolsters 
•3-3/4" closed. 

Brown 
stag Bone 
Spear and 
pen blades.
rr1802
$12.99 ea.

Jigged Brown Bone
Spatula blade •Clip point 
blade has double nail pulls. 
rr1904 

$12.99 ea. 

yellow synthetic 

rr1973 $11.99 ea.

Collector 
packaging.

Barlow
3-3/8" closed. 
rr2039 

$14.99 ea.

 pocketknives by rough ryder
Features: Blackwashed 440A stainless steel blades •Sawcut amber bone handles •Copper pins, 

liners, shields, and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.
The Backwoods Bushcrafter series looks and feels good out of the box. 
As you use it, the oils of your hand will alter the patina of the copper, 

resulting in a knife with true character.

folding chopper
5" closed.

rr1841 $19.99 ea.

folding hunter 
Linerlock- 5-1/4" closed. 

rr1845 $16.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

rr1840 $14.99 ea.

doctor's knife- 3-3/4" closed. 

rr1844 $12.99 ea.See more 
Rough Ryder @

Collector 
packaging.

douBLe LockBack 
by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
with independent lockbacks •Smooth 
amber bone handles •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver pins and ringed, 
pinched stamped bolsters Pocket 
clip •4-1/8" closed. 

rr1897 $14.99 ea.

Barehead trappper
by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel 
blades with double nail pulls 
(spey blade's pulls on back) 
•Tobacco checkered bone handles 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins 
•4-1/8" closed. 
rr1900 

$12.99 ea.

Brickyard BLues trapper 
by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•Smooth blue bone handles, partially 
jigged in an exposed brick design 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and 
ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters 
•4-1/8" closed. 

rr2027 $14.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1972
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your choice $7.99 ea.

Smooth Bone pocketkniveS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Smooth bone handles •Brass pins 

(except where noted) and liners •Nickel silver bolsters.

Bone is a natural handle material prone to cracking. 
Therefore, some knives may have cracks near the pins or 

bolsters. The colored bone has been dyed to its rich color, so 
slight bleeding of  the color may occur.

Quality knives for 
over 20 years!

White Lockback
3-3/4" closed. RR192 

White Lockback Folding hunter- 5" closed •Black nylon belt sheath.

RR067 $14.99 ea.

your choice 

$9.99 ea.

hot pink mini Scout
Nickel silver shield •Can opener •Cap 
lifter/small screwdriver •2-1/4" closed. 
RR1292

tobacco Small 
cotton Sampler
Nickel silver pins 

and shield •Lanyard 
hole •3" closed. 

RR1834

Great for scrimshaw!

White 
Lady Leg

3-1/8" closed.
RR148

White trapper
4-1/8" closed.
RR22034W

BLack WidoW pocketkniveS by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 

with frosted blade etches 
•Synthetic black jet and red coral 

handles •Brass liners •Nickel 
silver spacers and ringed, 

pinched, stamped bolsters.

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed.

RR1671 $14.99 ea.

Lockback
3-5/8" closed. 
RR1674 

$11.99 ea.

Wharncliffe
3-5/8" closed.
RR1675 

$11.99 ea.

copper BoLSter pocketkniveS
Features: Stonewashed 440A stainless steel blades 
•Black smooth bone handles •Copper pins, 
liners, shields and ringed, 
pinched bolsters.

Folding hunter 
Stainless steel locking liner 

•5-1/4" closed. 

RR1677 $14.99 ea.
teardrop Jack
3-3/4" closed. 

RR1676 $12.99 ea.

Hot collector's knife!

White Little mustang
2-1/8" closed.
RR1296

Fish knife
Combo tool (scaler/

ruler/cap lifter/magnetic 
hook disgorger) •Hook 
sharpener in place of 

shield •Copper fish hook 
lanyard bail •5" closed. 

RR1597 $12.99 ea.

red trapper
Nickel silver shield 

•4-1/8" closed.

RR431 $12.99 ea.

green trapper
Nickel silver shield 

•4-1/8" closed. 
RR432

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR192
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR067
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Lockback Canoe
Locking master 

spear blade 
•3-5/8" closed. 

rr1660 

$9.99 ea.

Locking 
master 
blade!

bLaCk Cherry bone poCketknives
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master blade etches •Black Cherry smooth bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins 

and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters •Custom packaging.

Cub 
Lockback

2-1/2" closed. 
rr1666 

$7.99 ea.

QuaLity 
knives! 

affordabLe 
prices!

Collector 
packaging.

Moose
4-3/8" closed.

 rr1665 

$9.99 ea.

Folding hunter
5-1/4" closed. 

rr1669 $12.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-3/4" closed. 
rr1662 

$9.99 ea.

Congress- 4-1/8" closed. 

rr1664 $9.99 ea.

Locking master blade!

Lockback 
Mini trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
rr1659 

$9.99 ea.

barlow
3-3/8" closed. 
rr2042 

$12.99 ea.

your ChoiCe 

$14.99 ea.

bLaCkbeard's LegaCy CoLLeCtion
Fear...intimidation...treasure. Features: Blackwash finish 440A stainless steel blades 

•Black smooth bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, 
embossed bolsters •Resin skull shields.

Moose
4-1/4" closed. 
rr1724

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
rr1725

Large 
Lockback 
5" closed. 
rr1723 

small 
toothpick
3" closed. 
rr1668 

$7.99 ea.

Custom 
collector 
packaging.

ben FrankLin's
key to the Future 

by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade 
•Black composition handles •Brass 

liners •Lanyard/keyring hole 
•3-3/8" closed.

rr1560 $7.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1660
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1666
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1665
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1669
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1662
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rr1601 

$29.99 ea.

sidewinder bowie by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with full color custom snakeskin 
onlay •Brass spine accent, guard and double rivets •Wood handles 
with lasered rattlesnake on front •14-1/2" overall
•Nylon belt sheath with embossed patch.

Look out for 
the sidewinder! 

stag fixed blades by rough ryder
Features: Stainless steel blades •Genuine stag handles •Leather belt sheaths.

gunstock saddle bowie
Brass rivets and fileworked 
ring-style guard •15-1/4" overall.

rr1945 $29.99 ea.

Colorado hunter- Brass guard and pommel •Black, 
brass, grey and brown spacers •10-1/2" overall. 

rr1632 $24.99 ea.

Mini skinner- Thumb ridges •Aluminum guard and 
pommel •Brown and silver spacers •7-1/2" overall.

rr1635 $14.99 ea.

Genuine 
staG!

tiMberlands hunter by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Full tang •Carved wood handles 
•Double steel rivets •Lanyard hole •8-5/8" overall •Black nylon belt sheath. 

rr1985 $14.99 ea.

highland bowie 
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Full tang •Black micarta handles •Stainless 
steel guard and pommel •Brass and red inner spacers and alsoat the guard •Double brass rivets 
•Lanyard hole •16-1/4" overall •Black nylon sheath with embossed leather 
accent is carried vertically using the swing loop or 
horizontally using the elastics on back; 
sheath also has a liner and 
a black leather leg tie.

rr1730 $24.99 ea.

new! CrosshatCh bowie
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Crosshatch wood 
handle •Aluminum guard and end cap •12" overall 
•Brown leather belt sheath. 

rr2112 $24.99 ea.

hitch hiker neck Knife
Thumb ridges •5" overall •Sheath has 29-1/4" neck chain.

rr1825 $7.99 ea.

fixed blades by rough ryder
Features: Blackwashed 440A stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Black G-10 handles •Black coated double screw 

rivets •Lanyard holes with red cords •Black molded form-fit sheaths with lashing holes.

RR1825 
shown 

around 
neck.

Sheath has spring steel clip.

Full tang with red liners.tactical- 9" overall. rr1821 $19.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1601
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1945
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1632
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1635
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1985
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1730
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2112
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1825
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1821
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american hunter cOmBO
Both feature: Stainless steel blades •Stag handles •Brass guards and 
pommels •Black, brass and brown spacers •Leather belt sheath holds 
both. Small Bowie features: 7-1/2" overall. Large Bowie 
features: Blood groove •12-1/4" overall. 

ah021 $29.99 per combo

american hunter linerlOck
Features: Stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges •Assisted 
opening •Synthetic stag handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed. 

ah016 $9.99 ea. 
Pocket 

clip.

american hunter fixed Blades
Features: Stainless steel blades •Brass guards (except where noted) •Leather belt sheaths.

utility knife
8-1/2" overall. 
ah019

Patch knife- 9" overall. 
ah018

rOsewOOd handles
Full tangs •Rosewood handles •No guards •Multiple brass nailhead accents 
•Sheaths have bead-accented lacing.

yOur chOice $9.99 ea.

Bead 
accented 
sheaths.

irish skinner
Blood groove •Full tang •Green 
wood handles •Triple brass rivets 
•Lanyard hole •11-1/4" overall.

ah013 $19.99 ea.

riverboat Bowie
Full tang •Green 
pakkawood handles 
•Multiple brass rivets •16" overall.

ah012 $24.99 ea.

ThaT's a loT of sTeel!

skinner
Thumb ridges •Full tang •High quality imitation stag handles with authentic look and 
feel •No guard •Double screw rivets •Lanyard hole •8" overall •Black nylon swing style 
sheath with leg tie.

ah015 $12.99 ea.

drop Point skinner
Spacers •Stag handle •Brass embossed 

star end cap •8-1/2" overall. 

ah7003 $16.99 ea.

Guthook- Thumb ridges •Spacers •Stag handle 
•Brass embossed star end cap •8-1/2" overall. 

ah7000 $16.99 ea.

Genuine 
sTaG!

AH7000, 
AH7002 and 
AH7003 star 

end cap.

upswept skinner- Thumb ridges •Spacers •Stag handle 
•Brass embossed star end cap •9-1/8" overall. 

ah7002 $16.99 ea.

Sheath 
holds 
both.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH021
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH016
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH019
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH018
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH013
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH012
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH015
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH7003
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH7000
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH7002
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fox-n-hound bowie
Features: Stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Wood handle •Brass guard and 
pommel •Brown and brass spacers •17-1/2" overall 
•Two tone leather belt sheath.

fh120 $26.99 ea.

old forge fixed blades

Moose 
skinner

Features: One piece 
black powder coated 

stainless steel construction with satin 
finish stainless steel blade edge •Black 

paracord handle wrap •9-1/4" overall •Lanyard/
finger hole •Black nylon belt sheath.

Pocket Chopper- Features: One piece acid etched stainless 
steel construction with finger hole and satin finish stainless steel 
blade edge •Lanyard hole with bead-accented braided paracord 
lanyard •Lashing holes •4-3/4" overall •Black nylon blade cover is 
not for belt wear but has a lanyard hole.
of042 

$7.99 ea.

sMall skinner by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Yellow composition handles •Brass rivets •Nickel 
silver guard and shield •Stainless steel pommel •6-1/4" overall •Black nylon belt sheath. RR1034 $9.99 ea.

easy ziP guthook by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Orange 
composition handle •Lanyard hole •9-5/8" overall 
•Black nylon sheath.

RR1446 $6.99 ea.

Stock up for the 
hunting lodge!

fox-n-hound little Mighty 
daMasCus Mini skinner
Features: Damascus steel blade •Full tang •Genuine 
stag handles •Brass guard and double rivets 
•4-1/8" overall •Leather belt sheath.

fh121 $19.99 ea.

old forge CoPPer fitted sMall 
loCkbaCk
Features: Stainless steel blade •Burlwood handles 
•Copper pins, liners and ringed bolsters •Lanyard hole 
•2-7/8" closed. 

of029 $6.99 ea.

61

aMeriCan hunter bowie
Features: Stainless steel blade •Full tang •Imitation stag handles •Stainless 
steel guard •Nailhead accented triple brass rivets •11" overall •Black 
nylon swing style sheath with leg tie.

ah017 $14.99 ea.

aMeriCan hunter bowie set
All three feature: Stainless steel blades •Brown wood handles •Mahogany brown 

leather sheath that holds them all. Bowie features: Blood groove •Fileworked 
spine •Fileworked steel guard and pommel with brass spacers 

•15" overall. 6-5/8" overall small knife and 
fork both feature: Steel 

collars and end caps. 
ah020 

$34.99 per set

Filework.

Sheath holds all three.

of043 

$9.99 ea. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FH120
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OF042
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Genuine damascus fixed blades
Features: Damascus steel blades •Top grain 
leather sheaths.

medium- Wood handle with brass inlay 
•Brass guard and pommel •31" overall.
dm5018 

$99.99 ea.

large- Wood handle 
•Steel guard •Brass 
rivets •37" overall.
dm5016 

$89.99 ea.

Genuine damascus Period swords
Features: Damascus steel blades •Leather scabbards.

damascus lockbacks
Features: Damascus steel blades •Fileworked backsprings •Brass pins, liners 
and bolsters •Lanyard holes.

skinner- Full tang 
•Bone and synthetic turquoise 

handles •Brass rivets •8" overall. 

dm1186 $24.99 ea.

slim dagger
Full tang •Stag handles •Brass rivets 
•Damascus bolsters •8-1/2" overall. 

dm1178 $44.99 ea.

walnut 
dm1080wn

skinners- Full tang 
•Brass rivets •6" overall. 

Your choice 

$19.99 ea.

sGian dubh
Features: Damascus steel blade •Rosewood handle •Fileworked throat •Brass 
rivets •12-1/2" overall •Top grain leather sheath. 

dm1076 $39.99 ea.

Genuine 
Damascus!

HanD crafteD HanDle Details!

bone 
dm1080bo

intricate inlay 
in handle.

skinner
Stag handle •Brass guard 

and pommel •7-1/4" overall. 

dm1188 $21.99 ea.

Beautifully detailed! 
Perfect for reenactors!

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

celtic knot skinner  
Filework on spine •Full tang •Celtic Knot 
pattern on wood handles •Brass guard 
and rivets •9" overall.  

dm1208 $29.99 ea.

Grooved red skinner  
Full tang •Grooved red wood 

handles •Brass rivets 
•8" overall.  

dm1219 $29.99 ea.

Fileworked backsprings.Genuine stag- 4-1/4" closed. dm1162sg $34.99 ea.  

bone and Green wood
4" closed. 

dm1169 $24.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM5018
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM5016
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1186
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wood lockback 
Features: Stainless steel blade •Wood handles •Stainless 
steel liners and bolsters •3" closed. 

pm1055b $1.99 ea.  3 oR MoRE $1.49 ea.

youR choicE $2.99 ea.

hunter's- Red wood handles. 
212071ht

Fisherman's- Stainless steel handles 
•No bolsters or pins. 212071fm

TooThPickS
Features: (except where noted) •Stainless steel blades, 
bolsters, and liners •Brass pins •2-3/4" closed.

cowboy- Pakkawood handles.  
212071cb

Farmer- Green wood handles.
212071fR

Firefighter
Red wood handles. 

212071ff

Trapper- Buffalo horn handles 
•Brass bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

Dm1181hN $34.99
$pecial $29.99 ea.

daMaScuS FixEd bladES
Features: Damascus steel blades 
•Leather belt sheaths. 

indian dag knife- Flint chipped blade •Full tang •Wood 
handles •Mosaic pins •Lanyard/ lashing holes •12" overall. 

Dm1201 $39.99 ea.

GeNUiNe DamascUs!

ulu- 6-1/2" edge •Full tang •Stag handles 
•Double brass rivets •4" overall.

Dm1111sg $44.99 ea.

bowie- Blood groove 
•Stacked leather handle 

•Brass guard and pommel 
•16" overall.

Dm1204 $59.99 ea.

hoRSEShoE kniFE
Appearance and actual size may vary due to the hand forged nature, so each 
knife is one of a kind! Features: Single knife, made from either the left or right 

side of a horseshoe (our choice only) •Measures approximately 8" overall.

hs4407 $14.99 ea.

barlow- Smooth bone 
handles •Gold finish bolsters 

•3-1/4" closed.

Dm1226 $26.99 ea.

Filework.

Filework.

daMaScuS FoldERS 
Features: Damascus steel blades •Fileworked spines and 
backsprings •Brass pins and liners •Engraved bolsters.

The poor maN's pick!

cUsTomer 
FavoriTes!

GreaT 
GiFT iDea!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=PM1055B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=212071HT
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your choice 

$4.99 ea.

your choice $4.99 ea.  

novelty knife co. folders
Features: Stainless steel blades 

•Fully detailed cast metal handles.

Man in the 
Moon

2-1/2" closed.
nv267

catfish
2-3/8" closed. 
nv264

largemouth 
Bass

2" closed. 
nv263

Back 
design.

hunter's friends
2-1/2" closed. 
nv236

horses
2-7/8" 
closed. 
nv235

Bear 
2-1/8" closed.
nv272

Novelty Knife Co., a division of SMKW®

tobacco leaf
Lanyard bail 

•1-5/8" closed. 
nv243

Buffalo
1-7/8" closed.
nv271

Walleye- 2-3/8" closed. nv319

cigar 
store 
chief
2-1/2" 
closed.

silver 
finish
nv321

Brass 
finish 
nv234

alligator
2-1/2" closed. 
nv255

old glory 
nv278

collector BarloWs
Features: Stainless steel blades •Acrylic handles 
with full color art inserts •Steel pins, liners and 
ringed, embossed bolsters •3-5/8" closed.

freedom 
eagle 
nv283

greatest 
grandkid
nv286

american farmer
nv289

novelty knife co. aMerican 
Wildlife collector BarloWs
Features: Stainless steel blades •Acrylic handles 
with full color art inserts •Steel pins, liners, and 
ringed, stamped bolsters •3-1/2" closed.

Buffalo nv293

your choice 

$11.99 ea.

king of the forest 
collectiBles
Features: 440A stainless steel 
blades •Natural bone 
handles are carved on 
the front with a 
mighty buck in a 
forest scene.

trapper
Brass liners •Nickel silver pins 
and bolsters •4-1/8" closed. 
rr1557

your choice $4.99 ea.

Black Bear nv290

razor
6-1/4" closed. 
rr1558

novelty knife 
co. folders
Features: Stainless steel 
blades •Cast metal handles.

.44 Magnum- 1-5/8" closed. 

nv265 $3.99 ea. Bolt action rifle 
2-7/8" closed. 

nv279 $6.99 ea.

30-06 
3-1/4" closed. 

nv266 $3.99 ea.

hounds 
and 

rabbit
nv292

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV267
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV264
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV319
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV321
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV234
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV255
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV279
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV266
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV292
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your choice 

$4.99 ea.  
3 or More 

$3.99 ea.

roy rogers nv239

hopalong cassidy nv238
Matching handle 
colors on back of 

each knife.

novelty knife co. Pocketknives
Features: Stainless steel blades •Composition handles imprinted 

on fronts, embellished with a bullet and 
raised rivets on backs •Cap lifter/screwdriver 

•Lanyard bail •3-1/8" closed.

Gene Autry 
nv240

roy rogers 
"king of the cowboys"

Natural bone and wood handle, 
engraved with his likeness and signature •Fileworked 

stainless steel guard •15-5/8" overall. rr1883

hopalong cassidy 
"Public hero #1"

Hardwood handle with front 
embellishment •Hammered brass 

guard •16-5/8" overall. rr1927 

Wood display 
plaques included!

cowboy bowies
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with full color onlays on fronts 
•Full tangs •Brass rivets •Nylon sheaths •Wood display plaques 
•Custom full color boxes.
your choice 

$29.99 ea.

Guitar knife
Detailed with the appearance 

of a real guitar! Features: 
Framelock •Stainless steel blade 

with signature etch •Thumb 
hole •Black coated steel handle 
frame with full color front onlay 

•4-1/2" closed •Packaged in a 
custom box. 

nv323 $9.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

custom bowie- Over 200 hand operations, making each knife truly one of a kind. Features: Mirror 
polished 440A stainless steel blade with embellishment and fileworked spine •Full tang 
•Smooth bone handles, reminiscent of Trigger's palomino colors, 
are accented with black pearl •Fileworked brass guard 
•Nickel silver pistol shield •Multiple nickel 
silver rivets •10-1/2" overall •Brown 
leather belt sheath •Custom box.

Produced under 
license from 
Roy Rogers 

Merchandising.

rr1513 $39.99 ea. 2 or More $29.99 ea. 

"king of the cowboys" Guitar knife
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brown bone handles 
lasered with guitar detailing on the front and "Roy Rogers" 
signature on the back •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins 
•Keyring loop •3-3/8" overall.

rr1409 $7.99 ea.

Back with lasered 
signature.

Shown in 
packaging.

roy rogers ColleCtibles
"KING OF THE COWBOYS" says it all.

novelty knife co. 
Pioneer hero bArlows
Features: Stainless steel blades •Acrylic handles with full color 
art inserts •Steel pins, liners and ringed, stamped bolsters 
•3-1/2" closed.

Davy 
crockett 
nv287

Novelty Cutlery, a division of SMKW®

Daniel 
boone 
nv288

your choice 

$4.99 ea. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV239
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV238
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV240
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1883
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1927
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV323
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1513
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1409
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV287
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV288
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your choice

$16.99 ea.

confederate 
flag
Features: 
60" wide 
x 36" tall.
BSFLAG 

$6.99 ea.

Intricate details throughout!

civil War foot officer's
Carbon steel blade •37" overall •Metal scabbard •This sword is handcrafted, and the 
blade is hand etched, so each varies slightly.
pm910883
$39.99 ea.

Custom 
collector 

packaging.

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master blade etches •Red, 
blue and white Confederate flag design composition handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver 

bolsters and pins •Custom collector boxes.

pocketknives

canoe
3-5/8" 
closed. 
rr1761

hawkbill
Lanyard hole •4" closed.

rr1760 

sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 
rr1762

Moose
4-3/8" closed. 
rr1763

cavalry
Embellished stainless steel blade •38" overall •Faux 
leather scabbard with gold finish fittings.

926938 $54.99 ea.

Heavy/
Bulky Items: 
Additional 

shipping may 
apply.

Close-up 
of guards.

replica sWords - perfect for reenactors!
Features: Black handles with gold wire wrap •Gold finish wraparound guards.

silver soldier by rough ryder
Features: Stainless steel blade •Wire wrapped cast metal handle •Cast 
metal guard and pommel •15" overall •Black leather belt sheath.

rr2111 $21.99 ea.

toothpick 
dBer110cS 
$7.99 ea.

elk ridge® confederate flag pocketknives
Features: Stainless steel blades with master embellishments •Red composition 
handles with Confederate flag 
artwork •Stainless steel 
liners and bolsters 
•3-1/2" closed. stockman 

mcer323mcS 
$8.99 ea.

southern heritage linerlock
Features: Stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud •Assisted opening 
•Jimping throughout •Aluminum handles with full color design on front 
•Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed. 

300479Sh $5.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BSFLAG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=PM910883
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1761
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1760
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1762
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1763
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=926938
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2111
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DBER110CS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MCER323MCS
 https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=300479SH
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NEW! combat rEady fightEr
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with wrench notch, blood groove and 
partially serrated spine •Desert tan rubberized handle •Black molded guard 
and end cap •Lanyard hole •13-3/4" overall 
•Black nylon belt sheath.

cbr370 $12.99 ea.

combat rEady sub-hilt fightEr
Features: Stainless steel blade •Wood handle •Aluminum guard, subhilt guard and end cap 

•Nickel silver end screw •Black and brown spacers •13-1/2" overall 
•Leather belt sheath.

cbr111 

$19.99 ea.

combat sEriEs by rough rydEr
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Blood grooves 
•Stacked leather handles •Heavy duty 
nylon and imitation 
leather belt sheaths can 
be worn vertically 
or horizontally.

tanto- Blackwash finish blade, guard and hammer end 
pommel with lanyard hole •10-1/2" overall.
rr1720 

$14.99 ea.

bowie- Brass guard and 
pommel •15-1/4" overall.

rr1718 $19.99 ea.

combat rEady 1917 stylE WWi trENch KNifE 
Features: Stainless steel blade •Wood handle •Black coated 

cast metal pommel and scalloped wrap 
around hand guard •13-1/8" overall 

•Leather belt sheath.

co039 $14.99 ea.

bENchmarK® paratroopEr foldEr
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Matte finish stainless steel 
handles •Pocket clip •4-3/4" closed.

bMK116 $9.99 ea. 

Shown closed.
Shown 

partially 
open.

ViEtNam brothErhood 
pocKEtKNiVEs
by rough rydEr
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
with reverse frosted etches •Handles 
of Stoneworx turquoise, bloody 
jasper and other synthastones 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver 
spacers and ringed bolsters 
•Custom packaging.

trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr1226 

stockman- 4-3/8" closed.
rr1393

moose- 4-3/8" closed.
rr1832

your choicE $19.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR370
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR111
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1720
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1718
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CO039
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK116
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1226
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1393
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1832
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Squint Linerlock- Acid-etched blade •Thumb 
ridges •Multicolor handles •Lanyard hole 

•3-1/4" closed.

cbr351 $6.99 ea.

Whistle shown in use.

Combat Ready 
SuRvivaL bRaCeLetS

Features: Paracord construction;
can be unwoven and used 

in survival situations.

9" x 1" Wide
Plastic buckles with emergency 

whistles •10.5' unwoven.

youR ChoiCe $3.99 ea.

8" x 3/4" Wide
Plastic buckles with emergency 

whistles •7.5' unwoven.

youR ChoiCe $2.99 ea.

9" x 1" Wide
Metal buckles •10.5' unwoven.
youR ChoiCe 

$3.99 ea.od Green cbr360
black cbr359

black cbr361
od Green cbr362

black cbr363

od Green cbr364

Combat Ready kaRambit LineRLoCk
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with finger hole •Blood groove •Drain holes 
•Thumb stud •Black and OD green aluminum handles •Pocket clip •Large 
lanyard hole •5-1/2" closed.

cbr352 $5.99 ea.

Combat Ready aRmoR ChaRmeR LineRLoCk
Features: Matte finish stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud •Assisted opening 
•Riveted-look aluminum handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed. 

cbr365 $6.99 ea.

Combat Ready aSSiSted openinG FoLdeRS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •G-10 handles •Pocket clips.
tiger Framelock- Blackwashed blade and steel frame •Blood 
groove •Drain holes •Grey and orange handles 
•4-3/4" closed.

cbr347 $7.99 ea.

Combat Ready tank LineRLoCk
Features: 440A stainless steel acid-etched blade •Thumb stud •Assisted opening 
•Desert tan G-10 front handle scale, blackwashed stainless steel scale on back 
•Combat Ready shield •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

cbr335 $9.99 ea.

Combat Ready mini m1 bayonet
The M1 Bayonet was designed to be used with the M1 Garand rifle. This 
miniature honors the impressive U.S. military service of the original. 
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Full tang •Black pearl 
handles •Stainless steel guard and pommel •4-1/2" overall 
•Limited to 500 pieces •Custom collector box.

cbr350 $9.99 ea.

Collector packaging.A miniAture tribute to the originAl!

only
500 mAde!

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip. Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Combat Ready mini Commando 
daGGeR Set
Features: One each with brass and black finish stainless 
steel blades •Black composition handles •Steel guards and 
pommels with finishes matched to blades •4-1/4" overall. 
cbr366 

$12.99 per set

Collector packaging.

Combat Ready thRoWinG kniFe Set
Features: Set of (3) •One piece stainless steel construction •Black coated 
blade edges •Blood grooves •Skeletonized handles •8" overall 
•Black nylon belt sheath holds all three.

cbr114 $11.99 ea. Sheath 
holds all 

three.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR351
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR360
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR359
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR361
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR362
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR363
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR364
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR352
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR365
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CBR347
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Storage pouch.

Silver mi118 

your choice 

$2.99 ea.

Survival tool cardS
Features: One piece stainless steel construction •Can opener 
•Knife and saw edge •Screwdriver •4cm 
metric ruler •Cap opener •Two- and 
four-position wrenches •Butterfly wrench 
•Manual direction 
finder •Lanyard 
hole with 
keychain •Measures 
2-3/4" x 1-3/4" x 1/16" 
•Vinyl storage pouch.

Black mi118b 

firecracker linerlock/lighter holder
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with flipper •Assisted opening •Black 
aluminum handle backed by a non-removable composition holder for a 
disposable lighter (not included) •Spring metal pocket clip •2-3/4" closed. 

Wb1021 $6.99 ea. Lighter not included.

combat Boot
(3) common 
hex wrench 
sizes •Wire 
stripper 
•3-1/2" overall. 
cbr353

grenade
Universal 

hex wrench 
slot •Pocket 
clip •2-3/4" 

overall. 
cbr354

comBat ready multitoolS
Features: Black stonewashed, all stainless steel 
construction •Paracord lanyards with carabiners 
•Bottle opener.

comBat ready fighter
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade •Black rubberized handle •Black coated cast metal 
wraparound hand guard •Multiple hollow rivets •15" overall •Black nylon belt sheath.

cbr113 $11.99 ea.

your choice 

$3.99 ea.

world war ii Style mini fighter
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade •Black rubber handle with molded end cap 
•Black coated cast metal guard •7-1/2" overall •Nylon belt sheath.

mi208 $4.99 ea.

Blackjack Slimline tactical pen
Features: Black aluminum construction •Twist-operation point •Black ink 
•Glass breaker tip •Black metal pocket clip •5-1/8" overall.

bj068 $7.99 ea.

wild Boar linerlock
Features: Stainless steel blade with flipper •Blood groove
with drain holes •Assisted opening •Black G-10 handles
with thumb ridges •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•4-7/8" closed.

Wb1027 $6.99 ea.
Pocket 

clip.

american hunter cleaver linerlock
Features: Stainless steel blade with flipper •Finger hole •Assisted opening 
•Wood handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

ah022 $9.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI118
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI118B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=wb1021
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BJ068
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WB1027
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH022
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genuine cedar 
handle slab pairs
A unique handle material that is 
also perfect for carving. Features: 
Sets of (2) •Appearance will vary but 
all have the beauty of natural cedar. small- Each slab measures 4-1/4" x 1-1/2" x 1/2". 

cdh02 $2.99 ea.

large- Each slab measures 5-1/2" x 2" x 1/2". 

cdh01 $3.99 ea.

brown g-10 
RR1647

Tan g-10 RR1646

handle slabs 
by rOugh ryder

Features: Sets of (2) •4" x 1-1/2" x 1/4".

yOur chOice $4.99 per pair
black/Tan g-10

RR1480
black/Orange g-10

RR1879

Wood RR1877

camo g-10
Camouflage coloring is in 

the layers. RR1878
black/pink g-10 

RR1650

genuine india sTag rOund 
spacer MaTerial
Features: Single piece •Sizes will vary but range from
3/8"  to 5/8" thick and 1" to 1-1/2" diameter
•Appearances will vary.

cRstag6 

$1.99 per piece

special! schrade® knife parTs
FIVE POUNDS of miscellaneous, assorted and sundry parts from the original 
Schrade factory buyout years ago! Conditions, materials, types and ages of parts 
vary--our choice only. Make a knife display or see what you can create!

5lb $19.99 per 5 pounds

Weight may vary 
slightly due to 

packaging.

Majority of parts were USA made!

Attention  
Knife  

MAKers!

More Knife 
MaKing Materials @

rOugh ryder cusTOM shOp dO-iT-yOurself knife kiTs
These kits come with the raw materials needed to create a custom knife-- then, with a little bit of patience, you take the rough "parts" and 
combine them into flawless beauties! Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Wood handle scales •Brass pins (extras included!) •Attached 
bolsters •Assembly required •Instructions included •Closed lengths are after assembly.

stockman
Brass liners •(1) brass 

center liner •(2) 
backsprings •4" closed. 

RRcs3 $9.99 per set

RRCS5 shown 
assembled.

MAKe your 
own rough 

ryder Knives!

large lockback
Brass liners •(1) lock bar 
•(1) backspring •5" closed. 

RRcs1 $9.99 per set

single bolster lockback
Nickel silver liners •(1) lock bar 
•(1) backspring •3-1/2" closed.

RRcs5 $6.99 per set

Trapper- Brass liners 
•(1) brass center liner •(2) 

backsprings •4-1/8" closed. 

RRcs2 $7.99 per set

RRCS2 
shown 

assembled.

d.i.y. knife kiT
Features: (2) one-piece liners/bolsters 
•Fileworked backspring •Stainless steel blade 
•Wood handle scales •Silver 
and brass finish rivets/pins 
•4-3/4" closed when 
assembled •Instructions 
included •Gift box.

mi159 $9.99 per set

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTE: 
Blade edge is sharp and 
should be taped before 

assembly to avoid injury.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CDH02
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CDH01
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StainleSS Steel Blade BlankS
Features: Stainless steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards--may need securing (except where noted)

•May or may not have pre-drilled holes.

damaScuS Steel Blade BlankS
Features: Damascus steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards (except where noted)--may need securing 

•May or may not have pre-drilled rivet holes.

4" Guthook 
Partial tang •No guard. 

blsm02 $7.99 ea.

3-1/4" Small Clip Point 
Hunter- Push tang.

bl004 $6.99 ea.

5-1/2" Skinner- Full tang •No guard.

bl011d $22.99 ea.

3-1/2" Dagger 
Full tang •Blade flares serve as guard.

 bl130d $14.99 ea. 5-1/2" Modified Drop Point- Push tang.

bl121 $24.99 ea.

8" Medium Bowie
Push tang. 

bl002 $10.99 ea.

4-5/8" Skinner- Full tang. 

bl096 $21.99 ea.

5-1/2" Upswept Skinner- Push tang.

bl107 $21.99 ea.

Axe
Half tang •8-1/2"overall 
with 2-5/8" blade edge.

bl7787 $9.99 ea.

4-1/4" Guthook- Full tang. 

bl138d $19.99 ea.
4-1/2" Tanto Chopper 
Full tang •No guard. 

bl137d $21.99 ea.

2-5/8" Skinner- Full tang. 

bl132d $16.99 ea.

*MeasureMents listed refer to blade 
length only, not overall length.

5" Trailing Point Wide Belly Skinner- Full tang.

bl118 $9.99 ea.

4-1/2" Tanto Chopper 
Full tang •No guard. 

bl137 $10.99 ea.

SPecial! diy fixed Blade knife kit
Features: Mirror polished stainless steel blade with fileworked spine and push tang •Fileworked brass guard 
pre-sized to fit tang •Pre-assembled brown leather sheath fits belt to 3-1/2" wide •4-1/4" blade •Actual overall 
length of your completed knife will vary depending on the size and style of the handles you create. 

blsob1 $14.99 per kit

ready for your custoM handle!

create your 
own knife!

3-1/2" Skinner 
Full tang •Filework •No guard. 

bl139 $6.99 ea.

Custom 
filework.

3-1/4" Skinner 
Full tang •Filework. 

bl140 $7.99 ea.

Custom 
filework.

NEW! 4-1/2" Drop Point- Full tang. 

bl134 $9.99 ea

NEW! 7-1/4" Tanto- Full tang. 

bl126 $14.99 ea.

NEW! 4-1/4" Boot Knife- Full tang. 

bl128 $12.99 ea. 

NEW! 4-1/4" Boot Knife- Full tang •No guard. 

bl131 $7.99 ea.

4" Dagger- Full tang •Blade 
flares serve as guard.

 bl131d $16.99 ea. 

*MeasureMents listed refer to blade 
length only, not overall length.
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special purchase! 
Victorinox® orange poultry knife
Features: 3-1/4" high carbon stainless steel blade 
•Orange Fibrox® handle •8-1/2" overall.

v5590608 $6.99 ea.  

3 or more $5.99 ea.

Victorinox® peeler
Features: Stainless steel blade •Nylon 
handle •Finger hole 
•5-1/4" overall. 
F43793 

$3.99 ea.

Perfect peeler for 
potatoes and veggies!

Victorinox® fibrox® butcher's essentials
Features: Specially tempered high carbon stainless steel blades •Contoured Fibrox® handles. 

6" semi-stiff curved boning
11-1/4" overall.
red F40420
(also available) black F40515
your choice $24.99 ea. 6" stiff boning- 11-3/8" overall. F40615 $21.99 ea.

Great Gift idea!

Victorinox® steak knife 
One of our best sellers, this steak knife is a great addition to your table. 
Features: Stainless steel serrated blade •Full tang construction 
•Black POM handle with triple rivets •9" overall •Made in Portugal. 

F41799 $7.99 ea. 

blue F42605 

your choice $5.99 ea. 

Victorinox® large hanDle parers              
Features (except where noted): Stainless steel blades •Polypropylene 
handles •4" blade •8-1/8" overall.

red F40502

black
3-1/4" blades •7-1/2" overall. 

serrated F40509 (also available) plain F40508

Great size for larger hands!

your choice $4.99 ea. 

Best sellers!

Victorinox® parers
Features: 3-1/4" stainless steel 
blades •Polypropylene 
handles •7-1/8" overall. 

red 
plain 
v40601

red 
serrated 
v40603

black serrated v40602 (also available) black plain v40600

White serrated F42602 (also available) White plain F40807

See more from 
Victorinox @

spring special! sWiss classic paring set 
Spring is here--time for picnics, campers and vacation homes! We have the perfect 
take-a-long set so food prep is no problem! Features: High carbon stainless steel 
blades •Red polypropylene handles •3-1/4" parer •3-1/4" serrated utility knife 
•4" tomato knife/small parer •Made in Switzerland.  

v671113 $12.99 per set 
MSRP $26.50
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old hickory® five piece kitchen knife set
Ontario Knife Company has been manufacturing kitchen cutlery for 119 years, and began branding them Old Hickory® duringthe mid-1920s. 
The brand has stood the test of time, proving to be some of the best carbon steel kitchen cutlery sold today. 
Features: High carbon steel blades •Full tang construction •Hardwood handles 
stamped with "Old Hickory" •Brass compression rivets 
•8" slicer •7" butcher knife •6" utility •4" and 3-1/4" parers.

oh705 $49.99 per set

benchmark® seven piece 
universal block set
Knives feature: Black coated stainless steel blades 
•6-5/8" cleaver •4-1/2" utility knife •3" parer •8" bread 
knife •8" chef knife •8" slicer •Black synthetic handles 
•Handwashing recommended. Universal Block 
features: Conforms to any blade shape, 
accommodating blades up to 8" in length 
•Black rubberized outer shell, built to 
discourage tipping 
•Ventilation holes in 
bottom •Food grade 
material bristles, 
secured in a weighted plastic base, are removable from 
the block for easy cleaning •Measures 4" x 9" x 4". 
bmk077 

$19.99 per set
Block conforms 

to any blade!
Bristles hold the 
knives in place! 

benchmark® 
kitchen ulu
Features: One piece stainless 
steel construction •7" cutting 
edge •Black rubberized grip 
•Rubber blade cover. 
bmk117 

$6.99 ea.
Shown with 
blade cover.

professional kitchen cutlery 3-1/2" parer
Features: Stainless steel blade •Black polypropylene handles •Triple rivets •7-5/8" overall.

ms45018 $1.99 ea.

great alaskan ulu
Features: Stainless steel blade 
•Hardwood handles •Double brass 
rivets •4-1/2" overall •Hardwood stand.

rr851 

$9.99 ea.

bmk210 

$7.99 ea.

benchmark® Zirconia ceramic 
3-1/4" tomato knife 
Ceramic, second in hardness only to diamond, does not transfer 
metal ions to foods and is impervious to acids and oils. Lightweight 
and perfectly balanced; won't rust or stain. Features: Zirconia ceramic 
blade •Red synthetic handle •Handwash only; not dishwasher safe 
•Care instructions.

carnivore jack 
the meat eater's pocketknife
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Black smooth bone handles 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shield and ringed, pinched, stamped 
bolsters •4" closed •Leather pouch with spring steel clip. 

rr2020 $14.99 ea.

Custom 
packaging.

Leather 
pouch.

GREaT savinGs On a FiRsT 
qUaliTY kniFE FROm a 

naTiOnallY knOwn namE BRand! 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=OH705
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK077
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK117
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MS45018
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR851
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK210
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2020
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Pivot- Medium grit 
diamond sharpening 

surface with fish hook groove. 

wsedcpvt $3.95 ea.

Pivot Plus- Tapered diamond rod. 

wsedcpvp $7.95 ea.

Manual Models

Powered Models

Adjustable angle 
guide

Variable 
speed 
motor

(also available) rePlaceMent Belts- Sets of (6).
P80 coarse Grit Kit wssA2703
P220 Medium Grit Kit wssA2704
6000 Fine Grit Kit wssA2705
assortment Kit- Includes: (2) P80 coarse grit belts •(2) P220 medium grit belts •(2) 6000 fine grit belts. wssA2012
your choice $9.95 per kit

KniFe and tool sharPener
Features: Fast and easy to use •Work Sharp® power platform •Belt 
sharpening module •Guides for sharpening kitchen and outdoor 
knives •Easily replaceable coarse, medium, and fine abrasive 
belts •Sharpens pocketknives, hunting knives, serrated knives, 
scissors, axes, lawn mower blades and more!

wskts $69.95 ea.

SharpenS 
anything!

Can be used for flat 
& curved blades, fish 

hooks and punches, all 
in one sharpener!

Guided Field sharPener
Legendary knifemaker Ken Onion said of the Guided Field Sharpener,
"I am impressed with the clever details... It is by far the best manual, 
portable sharpener I have ever used... I especially like the versatility of it." 
Features: Magnetic plate holders •Angle guides •Round ceramics •Strop 
•All in a small easy to carry unit. 

wsGFs221 $29.95 ea.
Pivot sharPeners- A pocket-sized solution to sharpening 
straight edge and serrated blades. Features: Convex carbide and 
fine grit ceramic sharpening slots •Pivot technology follows the 
curve of the blade for an easier, more consistent edge.

Ken onion edition KniFe & tool sharPener
Work Sharp teamed up with renowned knifemaker Ken Onion to deliver the ultimate 

sharpening solution. Features: (5) premium flexible abrasive belts-- (1) each P120 extra 
coarse, X65 coarse, X22 medium, X4 fine, 6000 extra fine •Adjustable guide produces 

precise bevels from 15º to 30º •Variable speed motor.

wsktsko $129.95 ea. 
(also available)

replacement Belt Kit for Ken onion edition
Includes (1) each: P120 extra coarse tool grinding and 

blade repair belt •X65 coarse knife shaping belt •X22 
medium knife sharpening belt •X4 fine knife honing/

scissors belt •6000 extra fine serrated blade and 
guthook belt •For use only with the Ken Onion Edition. 

wssAko81113 $14.95 per kit

coMBo KniFe sharPener- Made for the beginner. Features: (2) 3M P120 grit abrasive belts 
(one pre-installed plus an extra) •25º angle guides •Ceramic rod for deburring •Measures 7-1/2" x 

4-3/4" x 4-3/8" •Operates on 110v/120v power.

wscmb $49.95 ea. 
(also available) replacement Belt Kit for combo sharpener

Includes (3) 3M P120 grit abrasive belts. 

wssA000cmb $8.95 per kit

Micro sharPener/KniFe tool
Ultra light and compact for knife care 
anywhere. Features: Angle guided 
medium grit diamond and fine ceramic 
sharpening surfaces •1/4" bit driver 
•T6, T8, and T10 Torx bits for quick 
maintenance of folding knives.

wsedcmcr $9.95 ea.

Angle guides

3-Position ceramic rod 
(Fine, coarse, fish hook)Leather strop

Fine grit serration 
sharpener

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSEDCPVT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSEDCPVP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2703
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2704
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2705
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA2012
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSKTS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSGFS221
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSKTSKO
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSAK081113
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSCMB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSSA000CMB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WSEDCMCR
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 The edge experTs

10-second Knife & scissors sharpener- Features: Reversible, 
replaceable, coarse carbide blades with V-shaped pre-set angle 
for sharpening all types of straight-edge knives •Extra fine 1500 
grit ceramic rod designed to 
"float", conforming to the 
exact angle of scissor 
blades and capable of 
sharpening left- or 
right-handed scissors 
•6" overall.

sajiffs $7.99 ea.

edge pro pull-Thru sharpener- Features: Fixed angle 
components provide consistent results •Premium, 
replaceable abrasives for sharper, longer lasting edge 
•Precision ground coarse carbide blades •Specially 
shaped extra-fine 1500 grit ceramic rods sharpen 
standard or serrated edges •Ergonomically designed 
soft grip handle •Non-slip rubber base •7-3/4" overall.

sa50090 $17.99 ea.

diamond Combination sharpener- Features: Coarse and 
fine diamond stones in one compact sharpener •Groove for 
fish hooks and pointed tools •Micro tool sharpening pad 
•Soft grip rubber handle •Thumb guard •9-1/4" overall.

sadcs4 $21.99 ea.

Adjustable Angle pull-Thru sharpener- Features: Turn the dial to adjust angle as 
needed •Quickly sharpens fillet knives, pocketknives, and various size fish hooks 
•Two-stage sharpening-- coarse carbide and extra fine 1500 grit ceramic •Synthetic 
hook grooves •Soft grip handle •Non-slip base •10-3/4" overall.

sa50264 $28.99 ea.

retractable diamond sharpener
Features: For straight and serrated blades 
•Diamond coated rod retracts into handle 
for storage •Sharpening groove for fish 
hooks and pointed tools •Anodized 
aluminum handle •Pocket clip 
•4-3/4" closed.

sadret $9.99 ea.

pocket pal™ sharpener- Features: Reversible, replaceable 
carbide blades quickly set an edge •Ceramic finishing slot •Pre-set 
sharpening angles •Tapered diamond rod folds out for sharpening 
serrations and guthooks •Lightweight grey plastic housing with 
yellow rubber grip •Lanyard hole •3-1/2" overall.

Tri-hone sharpening system- Features: (2) high quality Arkansas stones, 
medium and fine •(1) quick-sharpening, bonded aluminum oxide abrasive 
stone •Plastic triangle and base •Handles on the stone bar for easy rotation 
•Easy-to-read stone identification labels •Angle guide •V-trough for oil drips 
•Non-skid rubber feet •Premium 
honing solution and 
instructions included.

satri6 $32.99 ea.

4" Natural Arkansas stone- Features: Can sharpen 
single and double bevel blades •Yellow plastic base 
•4-3/4" overall.
sa50556 

$10.99 ea.

sa50918 

$11.99 ea. Experience the 
Smith's Difference!

edge pro Compact electric sharpener
Features: Synthetic wheel provides quick and easy 
electric sharpening •Crossed ceramic rods for manual 
honing •Blade guides •Soft grip ergonomic handle •On/
off switch •Power cord •Non-slip rubber base.
sa50005 

$29.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SAJIFFS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50090
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SADCS4
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50264
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SADRET
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SATRI6
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50556
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50918
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50005
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fixed blade 
top grain 
leather 
sheaths
Features: Stitched leather 
•The knife is secured in the 
sheath with a leather 
thong tie •Fit belts 
to 3" wide.
for 6" blade 

sh660510 $6.99 ea.
for 8" blade 

sh660512 $7.99 ea.
for 10" blade 

sh660514 $8.99 ea.

Perfect for 
custom knives!

fixed blade knife sheaths
Features: Stitched leather •Fit belts 
to 2-5/8" wide. 

fits blade Up to 
7-3/4" x 1-3/4"
sh660710 

$6.99 ea.

fits blade Up to 
6-1/4" x 1-3/4" 
sh660709 

$5.99 ea.  

sheath for large 
fixed blade knife
Features: Stitched and riveted, black heavy 
duty nylon construction •Fits up to 7" long 
blade •Fits belt to 3-3/4" wide. 

sh913 $2.99 ea.

roUnd poCket belt sheath
Features: Stitched leather construction 
•Embossed design •Pocket measures approx. 
1-1/4" wide x 3-3/8" deep 
•Fits belt to 2" wide. 
sh1172  

$4.99 ea.

fixed blade nYlon sheaths
Features: Stitched and riveted nylon 

construction •Velcro closures.

fits 8" blade 
Camo  sh265
black sh266

YoUr ChoiCe 

$4.99 ea.

Knife not included.

blaCk felt 
knife poUCh
Features: Black felt 
construction •Serge 
stitched edges •For 
knife up to 
5-1/2" closed.

ac130 99¢ ea.

3 or More 75¢ ea.

Molle CoMpatible taCtiCal knife sheath  

Features: Heavy duty nylon construction •Velcro closures •Fits knife 
or tool to 4" closed •Flap doubles as zipper pouch •Drain hole 
•Fits belt to 3" vertically or 2-1/2" horizontally.  

sh1074 $4.99 ea. 

nYlon folder sheaths 
Features: High quality nylon construction 
•Velcro closures •Fit belts to 3" wide. 

4" 
Camo sh270 
black sh1075 
YoUr ChoiCe  

$1.99 ea.

3" 
Camo sh269
black sh1070 
YoUr ChoiCe 

99¢ ea.

5" 
Camo sh271
black sh1080 
YoUr ChoiCe 

$2.99 ea.

CarrY-all 
leather 
sheath
Features: Leather 
construction •Fits belt to 3" 
wide •Stud and notched tab 
closure •For folding knives 
to 5" closed.

sh1019 $6.99 ea.

V
e
r
t
i
C
a
l

ready
for the

field!
horiZontal

CarrY-all
Molle
CoMpatible 
fixed 
blade 
sheath
Features: Black 
heavy duty 
nylon 
construction 
•Velcro closure 
•For  knife with 
up to 7-1/4" 
blade •Multiple 
carry options 
•Liner •Leg tie.
sh1016 

$4.99 ea.

fits 6" blade
black sh264 

$3.99 ea.

molle 
comPatible!

unique 
shaPe!
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stand-up knife display pack
Features: Converts to stand-up display •Hardshell 
vinyl construction •Plush interior with elastics
•Holds (4) large or (8) mini •Velcro 
closure•6" x 6-1/4" x 1-1/4" closed.

ac176 $8.99 ea.

Converts to 
stand-up 
display.

Shown 
closed.

X-laRGe caRRy-all 
stORaGe ROll
Features: Soft vinyl construction 
•Plush lining •Stitched elastics 
hold (54) knives or other 
products in place •Closed 
size depends on contents 
•Plastic handle •Buckle and 
adjustable strap closure 
•11-3/4" x 39" open.

ac90 $14.99 ea.

caRRy-all knife pack 
Features: Black fabric construction •Zippers and velcro 
closures •Exterior pocket •Red felt interior •Holds (16) 
pocketknives •Measures 7" x 10-1/4" x 1"-1/8" closed. 

Holds
 16 knives!

Shown open.

vinyl knife stORaGe pOuches 
Features: Vinyl construction •Plush linings •Zipper closures.

large- 17" x 5" x 1". ac100 $4.99 ea.

Medium- 11" x 3-1/2" x 1". ac98 $2.99 ea.

small- 7-1/2" x 3" x 1". ac97 $2.99 ea.

Mini- 5-1/2" x 2-1/4" x 1". ac147 $1.99 ea.

easy stORe knife ROll
Features: Soft vinyl construction •Plush lining •Stitched elastics hold knives 
in place •Closed size depends on size and number of knives inside •Tie 
closures •Holds (36) pocketknives •8-1/4" x 27" open.

ac91 $6.99 ea. 

Shown closed.

Knives not 
included.

ac141 $8.99 ea.

Knives not 
included.

easel knife 
display stand
Features: Wood construction
•Holds (4) knives (not included) 
•Measures 3-5/8" x 
10-1/4" x 9" set up.
mi111 

$7.99 ea.

yOuR chOice 

$2.99 ea.

cOllectOR Gift bOXes
Perfect for jewelry or knives. Features: Quality 
paperboard construction •Magnetic closures
•Removable fabric covered pads.
small- Measures 5-1/8" x 2-1/8" x 1-1/4".
m1160
(also available) large
Measures 9-7/8" x 
2-5/8" x 1-1/2".
m1161

cORduRa® safety pOuches 
Features: Cordura® construction •Plush linings •Zipper closures.

Shown open.

bowie case- For up to 19" overall bowie. ac182 $6.99 ea. 

X-large- 17". ac121 $3.99 ea.

small- 11". ac119 $2.99 ea.  

X-small- 7". ac118 $1.99 ea.

cOOn p
all puRpOse 
knife caRe Oil
Features: Repels dust and dirt 
•Rust prevention and control 
•Environmentally safe •(2) 
ounce bottle •Tested safe 
on all handle materials and 
blades •Instructions included.
coonp2
$6.99 ea.

Knives not 
included.

Knives not 
included.
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case® pocket hunters
Released from the vault for 2020! Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields (except where noted) •2-3/4" closed.

6.5 Bonestag® 
ca65321 

$59.99 ea.

natural 
curly Maple 

"Case XX USA" 
pewter shield. 
ca25941 

$65.99 ea.

sawcut 
Jigged 

caribbean 
Blue Bone 
ca25591 

$53.99 ea.

Yellow 
synthetic 
ca81093 

$45.99 ea.

case® Basket weave Bone pocketknives
This eye-catching basket weave style is perfect for adding a little Spring to your collection! Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 

blades •Laser embellished Basket Weave Bone handles with color wash •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •Lasered Case shields.

charcoal 
ca15506

turquoise ca15503

MediuM stockMans
3-5/8" closed. 

Your choice 

$84.99 ea.

charcoal ca15505

turquoise ca15502

Mini trappers
3-1/2" closed. 

Your choice 

$82.99 ea.

charcoal ca15504

turquoise ca15501

trappers
4-1/8" closed.

Your choice 

$84.99 ea.

Lasered Case shields!

6.5 Bonestag®- Mirror-Polished 
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blade 

•Case Oval Script shield.

ca65315 $124.99 ea.
Jigged chestnut Bone
Chrome Vanadium blade 
•Case Oval Script shield. 

ca7004 $117.99 ea. 

case®  KicKstart® trapperlocks
Features: Thumb studs •Linerlocks •Assisted opening 
mechanisms •Stainless steel liners •Brass pins 
•Nickel silver bolsters and shields •Pocket 
clips •4-1/8" closed. 

Each features 
a pocket clip. Case's patented Kickstart® 

technology comes alive in 
these TrapperLocks.

Green Zebra wood
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ 

surgical steel blade •Case 
bowtie shield. 

ca70520 $123.99 ea.

case has chosen the pocket hunter 
pattern for its 2020 vault release. 
Get yours while they're available!

See page 84 for our 
SMKW Exclusive 
Pocket Hunters!
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA15502
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA15504
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA15501
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65315
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA7004
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA70520
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8" Bread Knife/Walnut ca7318 $36.99 ea.    (also available) Black Synthetic ca31715 $29.99 ea.

CaSe® HOUSeHOLD CUTLeRY
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Full tang construction •Triple brass rivets on Walnut only.

6" Boning Knife/
Walnut 

ca7315 $33.99 ea.

8" Chef's Knife/Walnut ca7316 $39.99 ea.
(also available) Black Synthetic 

ca31716 $33.99 ea.

9" Slicer/Walnut ca7317 $38.99 ea.
(also available) Black Synthetic ca31714 $32.99 ea.

3" Parers/Walnut 

Spear Point ca7319 $22.99 ea.

(also available) Clip Point ca7320 $19.99 ea.

5-1/2" Tomato/Utility 
Knife/Walnut

ca7313 $28.99 ea.

Walnut Nine Piece 
Kitchen Block Set 

Each set includes: 6" boning 
knife •8" bread knife with 

Miracl-Edge® serration 
•8" chef's knife •9" slicing 

knife •3" parer 
•5-1/2" tomato slicer 

•7" Santoku •10" sharpening 
stick •Walnut 

stained wood block.
ca10249 

$289.99 per set

79

Limited Lifetime 

warranty!

A great XX gift for Mom or Dad!
Mother's Day is May 10th & 

Father's Day is June 21st!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA7318
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA31715
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA7315
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA7316
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA31716
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA7317
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA31714
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA7319
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA7320
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA7313
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA7249
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KicKstart® 
Mid-Folding Hunter
Thumb stud •Assisted 
opening mechanism 

•Nickel silver pins and liners 
•Stainless steel linerlock 
•Pocket clip •4" closed.

CA9782 $109.99 ea. 

Small Texas 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
CA9722 

$49.99 ea. 

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
CA9720 

$58.99 ea.

Mini 
CopperLock®

Lockback 
•3-5/8" closed.
CA9723 

$63.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed.
CA9726 

$49.99 ea.

Medium 
Stockman

3-5/8" closed.
CA9721 

$58.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA9772 

$56.99 ea. 

CaSe® PoCkeT worn® BerMuda Green Bone PoCkeTkniveS
Features (except where noted): Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Peach seed jigged Pocket Worn® handles 

•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval Script shields.

Pocket clip.

6.5 BoneStag
Glazed finish blade •No blade etch. 

CA6921 $109.99 ea.

Jigged 
amber Bone
CA10725 

$105.99 ea.

Black 
Staminawood™

No pins. 
CA169 

$77.99 ea.

CaSe® LeaTHer HunTer'S SeT
Features: Set of (2) •Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Stacked leather handles 
•Aluminum guards and pommels 
•Spacers •6-1/2" and 9-1/2" overall 
•Leather belt sheath holds both.

CA0372 $127.99 per set

Leather belt sheath holds both 
when purchased as a set.

(knives also sold separately) 
Leather Hunters with 

individual Leather Sheaths
6-1/2" overall 

CA0379 

$54.99 ea.

9-1/2" overall 
CA0381 

$72.99 ea.

Black Synthetic CA2159 $79.99 ea.

Each 
includes 
leather 

belt 
sheath.

CaSe® LarGe LoCkBaCkS 
Features (except where noted): Skillfully etched and Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades •Brass pins, liners and embellished bolsters •Leather belt sheaths. Mako®- 4-1/4" closed.
HaMMerHead- 5" closed.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9782
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9722
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9720
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9723
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9726
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9721
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9772
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA6921
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10725
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA169
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA0372
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA0379
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA0381
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2159
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CASE® bluE jiggEd bonE poCkEtknivES
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Richly dyed blue Rogers corncob 

jigged bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and 
Case U.S.A. shields.

Small texas 
toothpick
3" closed.
ca2804 

$47.99 ea.

Mini Copperlock®- 3-5/8" closed.

ca2864 $59.99 ea.

peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
ca2802 

$48.99 ea.

Medium Stockman/
Squared bolsters

3-1/4" closed.

ca2806 $54.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed.
ca2800 

$55.99 ea. 

Mini trapper
3-1/2" closed.
ca2838 

$49.99 ea.

Medium Stockman/
Rounded bolsters

3-5/8" closed.
ca2801 

$55.99 ea. Close-up of 
Case U.S.A. 

shield.

Half Whittler
3-1/4" closed.

ca2862 $49.99 ea.

CASE® Sod buStERS®
All feature: Brass pins and liners •Synthetic handles.

Sod buster jr.®- 3-5/8" closed. ca2137SS $28.99 ea.

CASE® Mini blACkHoRn® 
loCkbACk
Features: As-Ground Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blade 
•Grippable Black Synthetic handles •Nickel silver pins 
•3-1/8" closed.

ca253 $13.99 ea.

Sod buster®- 4-5/8" closed. ca2138SS $33.99 ea.

Sod buster®- 4-5/8" closed. ca038 $32.99 ea.

blACk
Features: Embellished As-Ground Tru-Sharp™ 
surgical steel blades.

Sod buster jr.®- 3-5/8" closed. ca032
(also available) tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel ca80032

YouR CHoiCE $28.99 ea.

YElloW CHRoME vAnAdiuM
Features: Chrome vanadium blades.

CASE® 
Folding 
HuntER
Features: Tru-Sharp™ 
surgical steel blades 
•Jigged Staminawood™ 
handles •Brass pins and 
liners •Nickel silver bolsters 
and shield •5-1/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath.

ca189 $76.99 ea.

See more from 
Case @

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2804
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2864
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2802
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2806
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2800
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2838
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2801
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2862
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2137SS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA253
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2138SS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA038
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA032
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA80032
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA189
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case® olive green bone pocketknives
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Russell jigged olive green bone handles 
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters with strike lines and "Tested XX" engraved on pocket end bolster.

canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
ca13286 

$65.99 ea.

cheetah®- Lockback •Nickel 
silver swing guard •4-3/8" closed. 

ca13285 $78.99 ea.

Hawkbill pruner
4-1/8" closed. 

ca13284 $74.99 ea.

sowbelly- 3-7/8" closed 
•Designed by Tony Bose. 

ca13283 

$73.99 ea.
tribal lock

Lockback 
•4-1/8" closed 
•Designed by 

Tony Bose. 
ca13282 

$69.99 ea.

backpocket®- 4-5/8" closed 
•Designed by Tony Bose. 

ca13281 $79.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

ca13280 $59.99 ea.

Each pocket end bolster 
features the famous 

"Tested XX" mark.

case® slanted bolsters ebony wood
Smooth, dark ebony adds an aura of class and beauty in combination with slanted bolsters. 
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Ebony wood handles 
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver slanted bolsters and CASE XX® Badge shields.

Mini trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
ca32453 

$68.99 ea.

peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
ca32452 

$66.99 ea.

Medium stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

ca32451 $71.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

ca32450 $71.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA13286
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA13285
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA13284
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA13283
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA13282
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA13281
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA13280
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA32453
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA32452
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA32451
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA32450
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Jigged bright 
green bone on 

back of handle.

83

Case® asTRONaUT KNIFe M-1 
When NASA needed a knife to equip every manned US space flight of the Gemini and Apollo missions, they looked to the military. When 
those knives came up short, NASA turned to Case to create a knife to their exact specifications. The Astronaut Knife was lightweight with a 
sharp cutting edge and a saw tooth spine. The knife’s blunt base of the blade was capable of prying for use in gathering specimens (such as 
moon rocks). The polypropylene handle was the lightest at the time. This material was strong and did not emit fumes, which was necessary 
for quality air control in the spacecraft. 2019 was the 50th Anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon landing with the Case® Astronaut Knife 
on board. Case commemorated with a reproduction of the M-1 that was on every manned spacecraft during the Gemini and Apollo 
missions. Features: Embellished As-Ground High Carbon Stainless Steel machete blade •Smooth white synthetic handles •Consecutive 
serialization •17" overall 
•Packaged in a 
two-piece box.
CA12019 

$197.99 ea. 

Case® MagICIaN's baRLOW
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •The handles are 
jigged dark red bone on one side and jigged bright green bone 
on the other; your sleight of hand magically "changes" the knife's 
color to amaze all! •Brass pins and liners •Engraved nickel silver 
bolsters •3-3/8" closed •Packed in a Case tin.

CA10839 $68.99 ea. Last chance 
before this Barlow 

disappears! 

Quantities very limited!

Case® HObO® KNIFe
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blade, 
fork and spoon •Jigged amber bone handles 
•Nickel silver pins and liners •Nickel silver 
bolsters and shield •4-1/8" closed.

CA052 $103.99 ea.
(also available) Hobo® 
Leather sheath 

CA1049 $7.99 ea.

Shown disassembled.

Time to get 
outdoors!

Case® aMbeR bONe 
TRappeR
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blades •Jigged amber bone handles 
•Brass pins and 
liners •Nickel silver 
bolsters and shield 
•4-1/8" closed. 
CA6254SS 

$55.99 ea.

Case® YeLLOW DeLRIN® 
FIsHINg KNIFe
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades •Yellow Delrin® 
handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters •Shield is 
embedded hook sharpener •Scaler 
blade with hook disgorger •Clip blade
•4-1/4" closed.

CA120 $56.99 ea.

The lake is calling!

Back in 
sTock!

 https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA12019
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10839
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA052
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA1049
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA6254SS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA120


Attention collectors! 
they're out of the 

vAult for 2020!

Yellow SYnthetic
Chrome Vanadium blade 
•Case Arrowhead shield. 

one Blade 

CA25849 $46.99 ea.

two Blade 

CA25848 $58.99 ea.

one Blade 

CA25847 $56.99 ea.

PeAcocK 
APPAlooSA Bone
XX Diamond shields.

two Blade 

CA25846 $56.99 ea.

one Blade 

CA25845 $54.99 ea.

cAmPfire Bone
Case Oval Script shields.

Case has chosen the 
Pocket Hunter pattern 

for its 2020 Vault 
Release. Stock up on 

these SMKW Exclusives 
while they last!

© Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc. ("SMKW"). All Rights Reserved. No part of this catalog may be reproduced in 
any form without written permission from SMKW. Policies, items availability, manufacturer's specifications and prices 
subject to change without notification. RELEASE, ASSUMPTION OF RISK, AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY 
AGREEMENT. Every buyer of SMKW merchandise warrants that he can legally purchase the merchandise in his place 
of residence and that he is in compliance with all Federal, State and Local Laws related to his purchase from SMKW.  
Prices in this catalog are superseded by the next SMKW catalog distributed.

Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc.
P.O. BOx 4430
SEVIERVILLE, TN 37864
1-800-251-9306

/smokymountainknifeworks @smokymountainknifeworks

@SmKwcom

follow us for 
prizes, deals 

and more!

1-800-251-9306
or

(865)453-5871
check out our Youtube channel 
& catch "Guys talk Knives"!

new! cASe® PocKet hunterS
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
(except where noted) •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver 

bolsters and shields •2-3/4" closed. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25849
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25848
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25847
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